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a“model” way to 
troubleshoot the network. 

The nationwide telecommuni- 
cations network carries over 515 . 
million phone calls on an average ‘ 

business day. Only a small num- Wen 
ber of them run into trouble, Up p : ud ’ 
such as failing to go through : ey kk 
the network, getting noise on F eno a eee 
the line, or being disconnected ae “ yee cree eae eae 
prematurely. Craftspeople in ee ie et ae Bee | 
Bell telephone companies fix aes ; ee ee ; j- 
most of these problems quickly. ee i d ie | ee 
But the causes of some can be ee cae Lo ee : f A. 
difficult to find among one- Lee Pech." Qe ae 
billion-plus miles of circuits and (re ree aay |. ) ae 
thousands of switching offices. ee Ne a ay | { ae 

For several years the Bell ee ey te ch, fy 7, i 
System used its computerized \ ire: (| (ff, u 
Network Operations Trouble eee ey a) . ie oy, 
Information System (NOTIS) es it a JA je 
to try to pinpoint those causes Re A len hg c' Vaga 
by analyzing trouble reports par ae a 
from all over the country. NOTIS et ‘ — —. 
was good. But Bell System man- ee! b oh 

agers wanted it to be better, long-distance switching offices traceable to circuits or switching 
more precise in identifying and nearly a half-million circuit equipment in their territories. 
possible trouble spots. And they roups, Dan also designed the Result : Better equipment mainte- 
beeen ae ale compact, ea ie and served as a nance. And better service. 

oe : consultant to the team of Bell : . 
Weassigned a new employee, System programmers assigned wits ‘Dan haa ae a a rut ae 

Don Hartman, to improve to the project. projects. Today he’s a supervisor 
NOTIS. Don came to us with a Each day trouble reports from with broad responsibilities for 
Dots EOIN iS Unversity OE the entire country aresenttothe —_ planning the telecommunications 
poe ia a Nhe ae Fas NOTIS II center in Atlanta. network of the future. 

of Te he me Be abit me Overnight, the system analyzes If you are interested in explor- 
echo "ogy. s the reports, processes them . lly chall . mploy- 

associates developed a second- through the network model, and Ing equally challenging employ 
generation system (NOTIS I) discerns trouble “patterns” ment opportunities at Bell Labs, 

that does the job superbly. which help identify potentially “Tite to: 
For the new system, Don faulty equipment. By 8 a.m. the i i 

developed a mathematical model next day, via data links, analysts eta Employment 
of the telecommunications net- at phone company service centers Bell Laboratories 
work, including 28,000 local and receive information on troubles Murray Hill, N.J.07974 

©) Bell Laboratories 

From Science: Service 
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Three Mile Island i <i | . re rs ™ Pee 
nn . Biss a ss oe 

a a r fe Pa) | i eed ibe 1 
As we go to press, the Three Mile One thing that is certain is that fe ae Ha a 

Island accident is grabbing headlines in the wake of the Three Mile Island Sa ye | ia 
and making new anti-nuclear converts incident no electric utility company i We a a 
out of a lot of fencesitters. Perhaps is going to be able to propose con- ee ee 7 
it is stating the obvious, but it is struction of a nuclear power plant i ay | a a 
clear that this will be one of the most without expecting to meet even “a we vies ©. @ 
significant developments for the fu- stiffer opposition. Safety regulations Ne, 2 ro 
ture of nuclear power throughout will certainly be tougher. The eco- * a : “tate 
the world. The best that the propo- nomic picture for the power compan- . \ cn ht 
nents of nuclear power can do is ies is surely going to change. By the \ ' MEET ar 

curse the sensational press coverage time the legal and insurance entan- a 
that the accident is receiving and glements are straightened out, the 3 a aw Ps 
suggest that the seriousness of the price of the electricity that the : , y te aa 
situation has been exaggerated. Three Mile Island plant generated : i mt A ee “ : 
Meanwhile, the ranks of the anti- is not going to be considered cheap. ae ae Ap 
nuclear forces are feeling vindicated 

in their claim that it was only a mat- UPI Photos ee si a 
ter of time before just such an acci- “yi i pe hee ia we FM ee lial 1 
dent would occur. ae ie ies "cleus de ioe 

In Madison, opponents of nuclear ae ae eel Wace oe le ia _ hee 
power were on the streets almost as ee “Baal . ieee i a A i seta aie na 
soon as the news was out, throwing ii i)» 4 aimee | a 
up a picket line in front of the ia a : i 
offices of Wisconsin Power and Light § F i r 
(see photos on page 17). That same a ‘ (es “| 
day saw the pro-nuclear forces that —™ Tea ee Sith , Po 
had been distributing leaflets warn- te ~e - 7 “ip ss, Hh oe ck 
ing about possible misinformation a ape 4 y eens ae ore — 
in the film The China Syndrome ww eo. Vice cag eas pes * vo3 te ae 
conspicuously absent from the post “ Se gon ws +. © ihe ea ‘i aa ie a 

they had set up in front of the thea- Se oe is . Pella 3 ne te i i 
ter showing the film. Everyone has pi aie te “ a : a om Me Pr 
an opinion on the matter, and those ¥ de. eS ise a - we” bs oe var 
opinions are charged with emotion. et ie gee eS “ee 
The consensus seems to be that, “s c fe gh ; 
“It just goes to show that you can’t fy "it ES Cee “pail cs b Wi oie. 
design for human error. Maybe we’re cg : aie ant wr mt i aan 
better off spending more money till <a . s e” —— 
and going with some other source _— aM fe ee ‘ ; Mier. = i 
of power.” Bic tetas ee lia la gs sale 

The infamous Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant 
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editorial 
SS 

by Bill Bridgers 

“Technology is the primary source of human alienation and engineers 
are the primary source of applied technology.” 

“Who the hell cares about all this - all I want to do is get a goddamn 

degree in engineering.” 

Grafitti from the bathroom walls of the U. W. Engineering Library 

A quote from one of the great literary or scientific minds of the century 

could not sum it up any better. Technology and the profession of engineer- 

ing are under attack. The engineers and technologists have been blamed for 

many of the problems that society now faces. Their response has usually 

been a booming “So what?”. However, engineers can no longer confident- 

ly shrug off the opposition. The public skepticism about a technologically- 

produced utopia on earth has grown into a movement that has thwarted 

some of the technologists best-laid plans. 
The debate over the future of nuclear power has become the focal point 

of the struggle between “high technology” proponents and the “anti- 

technologists.”’ The war is escalating. As a magazine editor, | am literally 

bombarded with opinions on the nuclear issue. I am certain that it will 

be one of the key political issues of the 1980's. 
With all of the information and misinformation that bounds on energy 

matters these days, what light can the Wisconsin Engineer possibly shed 

on the nuclear power controversy? I was somewhat reluctant to join the 

fray by devoting an issue of Wisconsin Engineer to the subject. Yet, we 

have a rather unique vantage point being located on a college campus that 

has a reputation for political activism. Within our microcosm, all positions 

are well represented and the research that is conducted here will determine 

what technologies and energy sources we will use in the future. 

As a catalyst to the debate, the Wisconsin Engineer is reprinting 

Llewellyn King’s address to the London Uranium Institute. The Daily 

Cardinal, which has editorialized strongly against further nuclear power 

development, and the student chapter of the American Nuclear Society 

were invited to respond to King. The remaining articles are meant to 

serve as complements to the ideas raised in this debate. Our aim is to 
provide our readers with information on matters related to the nuclear 

controversy. The opinions expressed in these articles do not necessarily 

represent the views of the editors. 

I am intentionally refraining from taking a definite editorial stance on 

the nuclear power debate. While there is undoubtedly a stronger pro- 

nuclear sentiment on the engineering campus than elsewhere at U.W.- 

Madison, it is by no means unanimous or without reservations. As engi- 

neers, we will be the designers and manufacturers of technology, regard- 

less of what forms it may take in the future. We are questioning and 

thinking, too. The articles that follow present you with a sampling of 

the information and opinions we must consider. 

Wisconsin Engineer welcomes your response to editorials and stories. 
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business cents 

by Sue Blockstein 

I thought I’d use my space this issue to talk about what the Wisconsin 

Engineer staff is doing. 

One big event that is coming up is the national Engineering College 

Magazine Association convention. This year it is being held at the Univer- 

sity of Notre Dame. Since it is so close to us, we are taking eight staff 

members as well as our advisors. The convention includes speakers and 
workshops on editing, layout, and advertising sales, as well as parties and 

a chance to meet students from all over the country. Hopefully, every- 

one will return full of enthusiasm and new ideas. 

Another project in the future will be our EXPO exhibit. The magazine 

goes back to 1896. We have bound copies of every issue since then. Using 

this information we will do an EXPO exhibit on ‘‘The History of the Col- 
lege of Engineering.”’ These old issues are fun to look at. If you are inter- 
ested in seeing them, stop on up to our office at 460 Mechanical Engineer- 

ing any afternoon. 

We are always looking for people to help with the magazine. Please 

give us a call at 6-2625, 262-3494 or stop in, if you are willing to help. 

polygon 

by Nikki Abramof 

Once again, the St. Patrick’s Day all engineering party was a roaring success 

At the party, in addition to all of the beer drinking that went on, winners of 
the “St. Pat was an Engineer” Basketball Tournament were announced. The 
winners were: 

Men’s Division: Bernoulli’s Boys 
Women’s Division: SWE 

Congratulations teams. 
Polygon would like to extend thanks to all of the departments and societies 

who helped to support the activities. And thanks to everyone who rartici- 
pated — you’re the ones who made it a success. 

This spring Polygon will be selling University of Wisconsin - College of Engi- 
neering jackets. Red windbreakers with the University of Wisconsin - College 
of Engineering emblem in white on the front will be available through 
your Polygon representative for $10. Look for them around mid-April. 
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Wisco ns i n tops Engineering College Magazines Associated 

USC 3 FIRST PLACE 
3 

Ohio State has been awarded 

WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

Dave McClain would surely like to in the Association’s annual competition for 

boast that, but unfortunately it’s not 

football. Nevertheless, we think we have BEST ALIC ROUND MAGAZINE 

something to crow about. Wisconsin. Mia TSSUBS 

Engineer took top honors as the Best 

All-Round Magazine at this year’s con- If 

vention of the Engineering College jraare /, debucheer As A tarckete, 

Magazine Association. In addition to sxepfive coy Chairman 
the top award, WE received five other Lopdle, C. Sansf- 

awards in layout, cover design, and Annual Convention, April 6-7, 1979 Vice-chairman 
features categories. Thanks to all who 

worked so hard to make it possible. 

Photos by John Wardale 

“a WE WANT YOU 
ao ae ae 

oo —_ i) ie , MY i) Lili, 
PO i oo ” id % Lg me! — | os YI | by ON 

~ Sie NENG Ry | es fae k 
ME og : i bit 

i i 1 : iC. oon i % ee fs f oh ‘ ib Aa ea y i Re 
| Id a. | ~ J \s) i || i = ak eS, a 

j a ‘ atl ee "a ee ihe, , = Sa | On The @i\o[il@er Staff 

fn [oo *Get Credit 
»_ Linn “ Pog °Get Experience 

tae os *Get Involved 
aa i ti i m We have openings for the ‘79 - ‘80 school 

year in writing, layout, circulation, and 

Sue Blockstein, business manager of the Wisconsin Engineer, receives our top award advertising. Call 262-3494 or 262-2472. 

(and a little special thanks) from Howard Schwebke, faculty advisor to Wisconsin Sign UpTAGO Machanleal ExgineeFING 

Engineer and executive secretary of the ECMA. 
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How long has this been goin’ on‘ 
the fight against technology 
by Don Slavik 

Wisconsin Engineer Photo Library 
SS Pry + aS a: ie 

The nuclear power debate does not a a ea iv al sul] i, 

represent the first time in history that ee ant il We! “I ae 

there has been public skepticism about 2 i : “ff Af a Lf vie 

the alleged benefits of some advance in i , "@ dd mm: AAS a 

technology. Don Slavik, a nuclear engi- ae 7. P ed 3 

neering graduate of UW-Madison and a 9 i : i | ceo / 

regular contributor to the Wisconsin eg LS | 1 i 
Engineer, gives us his opinion on the { ek n aH | j ied : | 

. se . oa na ¥ MH, 2 ees q 
history of resistance to technical advance. Pe \ \ rh oh & A p ai 

see Pt 4 ay | it a i , : ya ‘ 4 

The social attitude that is being called 5 hes rt = m if i Vi a 6 y N on ( " 

“anti-technology” is not a new phenom- i se .. / > i a ji a | ¥ » xO? g , 

enon in American society. The impact of eee. ~~ arte | RN ab Ly ie 

“anti-technologists,” as well as that of poohy Te .Y N a ba % ® ; ( 

technologists, has been felt since the a be a3 '- ro 4 aly ‘ | 5 KN +e is 

early nineteenth century. It is the history Se Ye i - oS ‘Cp =) all 
of this anti-technology attitude, its ori- je No a = - @ he am ; ae 
gins and its present manifestations that ad * i a " er Sa 

are the subject of this article. rae es a0 & . b 

Early in American history, mechani- . — Sy tl 4 .* 

zation was well accepted here in compar- E = hers ee r oo | Wales 
ison to the rest of the world. There were ee ow ae ch 

several good reasons for this in the early y mH ; Es Vv, a eB EY 

nineteenth century. The first reason was as Pk : ie md f, By 
sociological; the American population Li q a. q ® rh a ‘ “A€ : 

was mechanically inclined, made up of r ot 1 = ita Te em al i 
independent yeoman struggling to im- yl et ws 4 Pe : : ae _ ee 

prove their lifestyles with any and all : ae 5 q 

available means. Any new technology ae © Or en reer Lg tae, 
that aided them was quickly accepted. ww etal ee 

Second, there was a serious labor vs = ; 

shortage in the United States at that Women on an automobile assembly line. Do the routine tasks of assembly line work 

time. Machinery was substituted for dull the mind? 

human labor wherever possible. Large 

amounts of capital were invested in creased worker’s propensity to be inno- ization and interchangibility of parts. 

labor-saving devices. There was little vative, to develop methods or devices This resulted in the ability of non-skilled 

fear that mechanization would put great which led to increased productivity. workers to construct, operate, and repair 

numbers of people out of work. Mechanization in the United States machinery. This had a great impact on 

Third, the educational level of the during the 1800’s had two unique fea- all industries, including agriculture. 

general population was higher in the tures when held in comparison to Euro- Farmers could operate and maintain 

United States than in Europe. This in- pean developments. One was the standard- their labor-saving devices by themselves, 
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Wisconsin Engineer Photo Library 

increasing their per capita productivity. The Wlensia Engineer 
The second unique feature of Ameri- hes SS SoS SS 6 OS 494646004 6000002000002 

can industry was the assembly line. g 
The first recorded use of assembly line we. 5 
methods was not in Henry Ford’s auto- a. é@ 
mobile factory, but rather in a hog- : sa er) . i 7 LN ° 

processing plant in Cincinnati in the ge for. ' a ra) ¢ 
1830s. The assembly line speeded up st ? yf A 4 wy / " é 
the conveyance of materials, introduced She vie el 8 Pe DY x 6 
mass production, provided for uninter- a tC hii ek Lie i —a saa! & _Yunenemnss | $ 
rupted production. It also revolutionized irre ; eee ie - eer >) & e 
organizational methods, increased the : Fale + Or” ay - $ 
pace of workers and allowed employment a a Nie ey PM A } iON Ee e 
of unskilled workers. Although the as- et ‘Speer. Ww (4a: t: cers a @ 

sembly line may have ignited the Ameri- $ : oN gets js 7 6 

ican economy, some say it has had a de- e Sees aancs : —— e. : $ 
leterious effect upon the average worker. S see 22ec seeee: ———— ie e 

During the early period of mechaniza- @ — $ 

tion in America, there were many critics e e 

of the system as it was evolving. Take for $ ; 

instance Sylvester Graham’s attack on the é O T TO ENGINES e 

bread making industry in the mid-1800’s. $ e 

During the nineteenth century, the pro- 4 iecniiiipeiiai amaaiiaia : 

duction of bread was organized into an é OT @ 

assembly line process. In order to obtain : using either gasoline, gas . 

greater uniformity, flour was bleached e or producer gas for fuel, , 

with chlorine, which removed all the @ h : : e 
: e ave the following points 

vitamins, too. To make the bread rise e se e 
faster, carbonic acid was injected, which @ of superiority: @ 

altered the flavor of the product. Adver- @ eee : 
tising was used to make the public $ @ 

accept the new bleached white bread 2 

which had a very low nutritional value. The Best Material ; 

Syl Graham was the first to question the The Best Workmanship : 

adaptation of the new breads and flours 

for health reasons, worried of the possi- The Most Reliable . 

bilities of widespread malnutrition. He 

later developed the well-known “graham The Most Econ omical é 

cracker” to provide an alternative source eerste Heme 

of nourishment. Graham was one of the Ce 

first to point out that the relationships ' OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS 
between people and organic substances ££. ..hLCLUWrrrts”:”~—=Ct«=C«=zi<C(CESCQ@z#C: 

were being altered by mechanization, 2 } 300 ORARBORN or. : , CHICAGO, MLL. 

sometimes for the worse. a ea em Nee 
Authors have always been quick to About the time ads like this were appearing in Wisconsin Engineer, poets and writers 

point out the changing relationships in were already fearing the destruction of human imagination that machines would foster. 

our society caused by technology. Stein- 

beck described the effects of technology tionship developing between man and the and the Renaissance Golem of Prague. 

upon farmers in The Grapes of Wrath in soil, along with the demise of the family However, the proliferation of literary 

1939. In a chapter called “Tractoring farm. works with a definite anti-mechanization 

Off,” he describes the plight of a tenant Fear of machines has been the subject slant can be dated to the industrial revo- 

farmer when the landowner goes to large- of literary endeavors for centuries. Early lution. 

scale mechanization of the farm. Stein- literature dealing with the subject includes Adam Smith, in his famous work 

beck notes the impersonal, sterile rela- Icarus’ myth, Bacon’s mechanical head, “Wealth of Nations,” written in 1776, 
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pointed out the negative effects of the row.” drawn into the war, it was apparent that 
division of labor, the danger of destroy- Skepticism about the benefits of high technology skill in weaponry was more 
ing a worker’s intellect by having him technology has not been limited to the important than the numbers of men in 
perform repititious operations. This re- authors of novels and plays. Political and the field. This resulted in a fusion of 
sentment towards technology and assem- social movements of the early 20th cen- the scientific community and the Feder- 
bly lines carried through into Aldous tury reflect a certain anxiety about the al bureaucracy. Basic science became a 

Huxley’s Brave New World, published in advance of technology. tool to serve government purposes by 

1932. The Progressive movement was not the control of massive funding. 

A pervasive theme in “anti-technology’ really a reaction of the people against During the War, scientists were em- 
literature is the fear of man’s physical de- the industrial trusts in the first two dec- ployed in crash programs to develop new 
struction by his machines. An early exam- ades of this century. Rather, it was a weapons. The Manhattan Project was 
ple of this is Shelly’s “‘Frankenstein” movement by scientific experts of the proof to the public of what technology 
written in 1817. Poets Stephen Crane and period to attempt to control the national could do if it went all out to fulfill a 
Stephen Vincent Benet used this theme economy through the efficient manage- national goal. The resulting attitude 
in works published in 1895 and 1935, re- ment of natural resources. Large corporate adopted by both the government and 
spectively. Capak wrote a short play called interests backed the movement in order the people was that almost any socio- 
R.U.R. in 1921 about the destruction of to obtain secure, sustained, predictable technical problem could be solved by 
the human race by servant robots, who markets and to eliminate cutthroat com- scientific means, quickly and effectively. 
actually replaced man by discovering petition. Progressivism in conservation The problems that have put the future 
emotions. of forests and waters was in behalf of of nuclear power in question began right 

Another common theme found in big business. after the war. The post-War scientists 
much of literature of the past two hun- Other preservationists, alarmed at this predicted nuclear power would be too 
dred years is the loss of work caused by merging, organized in order to save their cheap to even meter. Technical problems 
industrialization. Early in the nineteenth wilderness areas. The Sierra Club became were dismissed by government officials 
century, a political group called the Ludd- active in a fight with the Departments of as being easily solved with adequate fund- 
ites rebelled against machinery by going Agriculture and Interior. Gilford Pinchot, ing and manpower. The public believed 
into factories and destroying the “devil’s the government’s chief conservationist all this and looked forward to a “free 
tools.” Lord Byron discussed the situation during the era immediately preceding lunch.” However, the atom bomb - 
in his maiden speech before Parliament. World War I, opposed the preservation- nuclear power link still plagued the mind 
Robert Frost satirized the Luddites in his ists’ wish to create more National Parks. of the public, as it does today. The shock 
poem “The Egg and the Machine.” Kurt He wanted to create national forests to of the destruction wreaked by the first 
Vonnegut, in “Player Piano” written in be used on a sustained yield basis. Early bombs, and the subsequent H-bomb tests 
1952, describes a futuristic Luddite up- in this century, therefore, we find the caused the mistaken belief that nuclear 

rising. first major clashes between federal poli- power plants might explode. The failure 
Dehumanization has been a constant cies of preservation of natural resources. of the Fermi reactor, along with the SL-1 

theme of “anti-technology” literature. The fight over use of federal lands con- accident and concurrent bomb tests in- 
Edgar Allen Poe in 1829 in “Sonnet to tinues today in California between stilled fear in the minds of the public 
Science” viewed science as a force which motorized fun-seekers and preservation- that is still alive today. 

could destroy human imagination. Mark ists. Since the war, the public’s fear of 
Twain comically described in “My In the Twenties and Thirties we find technology has grown and multiplied. 
Watch” the problems associated>with the a growing resentment toward industrial Usually the public’s anger has been di- 
repair of a simple timepiece in 1870, and methods such as assembly lines. Charlie rected toward government policies con- 

how we are at the mercy of technicians Chaplin satirized the situation well in his cerning certain industries, but some tech- 

who are divorced from our relationships film “Modern Times.” The Depression had __ nical devices have been viewed as evil 
with materials. Harvey Swados wrote a put many people out of work, and the themselves, such as nuclear power. 
short piece in 1937 about the dehuman- newly-formed labor unions felt that auto- George Orwell in his novel 1984 predict- 

izing conditions on an automobile mation was only aggravating the situation. _ed the loss of personal freedoms stem- 
assembly line. Also in 1937, George The benchmark for the growth of both — ming from the growth of government 
Orwell produced a work called “The pro-technology and anti-technology views, | bureaucracy and as a consequence of high 
Road to Wigam Pier.” In it, he contends was World War II. Previously, the scien- technology falling into political hands. 
“like a drug, the machine is useful, dan- tific community had tried to isolate itself | Rachel Carson in Silent Spring correctly 
gerous, and habit-forming.” Carl Sandburg, from national policies and goals, accepting _ alerted us to the dangers of pesticides, 
the great American poet, condemned men _ little or no funding from the Federal gov- which were once hailed as the technical 
“too comfortable to think about tomor- ernment, When the United States was fix which would eliminate starvation in 
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the world. Paul Ehrlich in The Population - oe oe : ee ee i fe 

Bomb forecasted the downfall of human- re a ae a au a 
ity due to the increasing birthrate in de- ot. ee ES - a - . 
veloping countries caused by improved a. ae a oe j 
medical care and food supplies. Meadows i oe ae ‘ oe “ 
and Meadows in the book Limits to “a9 con To ae os ia ee 
Growth used a technical tool, the com- a a oe es 
puter, to forecast a future world-wide oe 4 oy fo Se ee 
catastrophe due to the scarcity of natu- “ea ee a 
ral resources in light of increasing popu- . i be ey ; una i ee 
lations. Barry Commoner has expressed id ee SS oe a i ee: : 
a common theme in all his writing: that ee, EE hy ie 

oe a =a en \ fs i 
technology has been misdirected and is E gg be ei Ve ll 4A . a “ e 

therefore not the helper of mankind that :*: : ao a) CU I> ; 
it should be, but a hinderer. 7 ig ee Pee pie a i wed . ue ~ ; 

In the Sixties and Seventies, many o. NS. rie WAX a a | TAMES SE 
have turned against government policies ' e % ‘_ " i Hi Pager "ii Fae, ee | : 

of supporting some of the higher tech- a i ati g a eas OR ES rea 

nologies and opted for a return to more Shy e , ih deity ni as di es Lib i a « te 
simplistic methods and policies support- = aaa Pidehpee et HP fly Hy : ee b Al 

ing human needs. Hence the demise of 8 vs Ss ay ae : i ; We a Sh unit 

the space program, the SST, and advanc- | = 90) i Gj “Gg Ga : aaa ate oo 
ed nuclear reactor designs. S20 ea ae aa ean y bates : ee 

The advance of technology has not So) 46 a8 6 ee a iG 
Early locomotives, belching smoke and sparks accompanied by a deafening roar, 

been a smooth and continuous process. : ‘ . - 
There is a history of tesistance to techni- were perhaps the first symbol of the dirty detrimental side of the technological age. 

cal advance. In the light of that, a few 

observations can be made. First, it is use more care in original designs and as nuclear power plants, advanced farm 

clear that people fear what they don’t goals, we won’t be dragged, kicking and machinery, and automobile factories. 

understand. There is a nagging fear of screaming, by federal bureaucrats into Finally, the “appropriate” technology 

nuclear power today because it is so the drafting room to adjust our designs view has taken root in the United States, 

complicated and difficult to completely to meet some new criteria correcting our too. Thomas Jefferson’s “noble yeoman” 

comprehend. The bombs dropped in previous poor assumptions. view of the average American is increas- 

World War II have instilled a fear of the As engineers we must be reminded ingly popular. Such an attitude encour- 

terms “atomic” and “nuclear.” that what is good for the United States ages people to be self-sufficient, less de- 
Second, it can be seen throughout technologically is not necessarily, or pendent upon the government and large 

history that as technologists, we have at even very often, good for another coun- technical industries to live a good and 

times neglected human needs. Whether try or culture. Many of our present for- fulfilling lifestyle. The push for a solar 

it was bread-making, automobile assem- eign policy problems stem from imposi- economy, the Proposition 13 tax revolt, 

bly line production, or pesticide use on tion of our technical methods and de- the turn towards conservatism on college 

farms, technology has often ignored the vices upon Third World countries. Most campuses point in this direction. As engi- 

subtle social problems associated with of our industry and economy is capital neers and scientists, we must be aware of 

what appears to be a useful and profit- intensive. Developing countries are al- social attitudes and incorporate such 

able idea. Today, projects are undertaken — most all capital poor and labor pool rich. wishes into the work we perform and the 

according to a benefit-cost ratio. How- For them, “appropriate” technologies devices we design, or else, the anti-tech- 

ever, some of the “‘costs” of a dam, a are necessary. To best help those nations, nology prophets of doom may be proved 

power plant, or a change in assembly we should help them develop industries accurate in their predictions.0 

line methods cannot be accurately mea- that would employ their many unskilled 

sured in dollars and cents. workers, rather than just a few highly as 

Of course, “benefits” suffer similar trained technicians. Once such countries In addition to the sources specifically 

calculational problems. As engineers and have reached a relatively high level of cited in the article, Gideon’s Mechaniza- 

scientists, we must look more toward employment and have begun to generate tion Takes Command proved a helpful 

social needs and policies before imple- capital, then higher, more complicated guide in synthesizing the above history 

menting any particular technology. If we technologies will be useful to them, such of “anti-technology.”” 

ee



Nuclear power in crisis 
ji 

the new class assault 
by Llewellyn King 
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The following is the text of an address i aa 
given by Llewellyn King at the third an- aa 
nual meeting of the Uranium Institute in i ae 
London in July, 1978. It is reprinted i re 

with the permission of the author from r oe 
The Energy Daily of July 14, 1978. Mr. i i 
King’s characterization of the opponents i ! a 
of nuclear power as anti-technologists, i a 

“a new class in America [which] sees Lo ce 4 

the enemy as all that is big,” is indica- oO i : Va \ 

tive of the new hard-hitting position nu- Z 7 y ay : 
clear power proponents are putting for- / i a id 

an . 1a 
SO a ae 

i 
In the 1950s and ’60s, the best young ‘ oo 

legal and technical minds in the United a ~ ce of ck | 

States sought employment in the nuclear a a : fe es a“ | 
industry. It was, as former congressman 8 4A en sy i A i ) 

Craig Hosmer once described it, “the Fi . , } 14 i? -_— vo 

new frontier.’ Successive presidents had a d A aa e ‘ty 
endorsed civilian nuclear power as hold- a. em dg ce. ve i oy a a 
ing the key to an energy-rich future for La ££ 4 ee i oo 
the United States and for the world. It ol ep a Le a | 
was, of course, oversold, and in hindsight or) cae ek. oo “a vis | * 1 i 

some of the expectations were plainly ia P| i a at /iv a a 
excessive. Such projects as the nuclear Le ; Ale 2 a 

airplane, the stimulation of natural gas a oak | i i te | 
with nuclear devices and the irradiation : | au “ 7 ; i fot og ie. cir 
of food and lumber for indefinite preser- (pi a ; ! N i 
vation now seem to have been the pro- wl Bo - ae ea ie 
ducts of wild imagination. 4 a HT q 7 a 2 a hy | . oe 

But the basic yeoman function, the il a ele a) a» @ ie a 
generation of electricity, has been sur- ieee ae lea vy | "ea / : : e 
prisingly successful, low in environmental oe y am) 3 1 a a —_, cP 
costs and without human fatalities. There i fad cs . ‘ ay i : ‘ Ee 

have been technological problems, but {oe ae ; Fee. baa " 
they have been no more insoluble and no F A A : q 

worse than those affecting other indus- ip i i a. ws ; 

tries. On the face of it, nuclear power Pie NE u aN 

has been a boon to those utilities which n nha en re ee s 
committed themselves early and which ap PMs by ee Sin a “a 

The Oak Creek Nuclear Power Plant, Wisconsin 
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rely heavily on it, such as Northeast oa | Y 
Utilities in New England and Common- 

wealth Edison, which serves the Chicago J 

area. ; 
Yet nuclear power is the source of a : : 

bitter national controversy which ex- i : i. 

tends from picket lines at nuclear power = “Ty spies Aone le si Me . 

plants all the way to the President of the — iat aa a= Et eats 
United States. In many families it divides a ea re a Bi Pe elt sala I 

fathers from children; and so deep is the : ar ; tatril i ay ye Ss La vc ) | See oe Pe , “4 

emotional feeling, and so widespread the fF Ais Ma : a | mca jit ci 

opposition, that, on the basis of today’s " ee é wy i Ah . ys 

climate, nuclear power cannot be con- ee : ey : Pa 4 é ae i ~ ” sf bie 

sidered a serious contender among the eg a gs ‘ i i 4 > _<~ 

United States’ future energy options. MN oe ie are j Pi +) sia 
In theory, the Department of Energy ak, ~~ a : ve nie tah Ad f/f] V4 “| 

and the Administration support a vigor- Na eae. aa : fi F .% 

ous light-water program; but ambivalence Se te eee. - « 
on the part of President Carter and open ve a i ED A ie a 
hostility from many of those whom he Construction proceeds on the Krsko Nuclear Power Plant in Yugoslavia 

has brought into the Administration 

make the theoretical support of light- staunch moral legitimacy. However, the will probably have to settle for a less 

water reactors an empty promise. The opposition is a movable feast, and it has complete solution in the form of engi- 

nuclear industry is surviving on a back- ranged over the years to all kinds of sub- neered storage on government reserva- 

log of orders, but it has retrenched its jects, from the health effects of low-level tions where the wastes are already housed. 

sales staffs, and few utilities are expected radioactive emissions, to pressure-vessel Likewise, the same self-fulfilling pro- 

to order new units in the near future. integrity, to emergency core cooling, to phetic approach has been used in proving 

The industry is beleagured and des- terrorism and nuclear weapons prolifera- that nuclear power is uneconomic. In the 

pondent, unable to comprehend what it tion. Obviously, to those opposed to nu- United States it takes as long as 14 years 

perceives to be the injustice of its situa- clear power, the hatred of the technology to license a plant, thus vastly adding to 

tion. is pervasive and the resolution which will its costs through the expense of carrying 

The opposition to nuclear power did satisfy it is nothing short of a prohibition charges, an expense that has been con- 

not appear overnight, but has grown stead- _ on nuclear development. tributed to enormously by the delaying 

ily for a decade, picking up converts and A favored argument of the anti-nuclear _ tactics of the opponents and their pro- 

developing its own expertise in opposition —_ forces is that of waste disposal. But 97 tracted litigation of every possible issue. 

as it goes. The greatest coup for the oppo- _ percent of the waste in the United States The opponents profess environmentalism 

sition, though, was not really of its making; _ today is derived from the weapons pro- as their cause, but increasingly the evi- 

it was the election of Mr. Carter, who is gram; and a permanent repository for dence is that they are motivated by some 

sympathetic to those who oppose nuclear this waste has to be found no matter other deep-seated hostility to high tech- 

and who has given key decision-making what the civilian future for the atom. nology that is only marginally associated 

jobs to some undisguised opponents of Nonetheless, the waste argument suc- with the environment. The only logical 

nuclear power. These individuals and ceeds in inculcating public fear as nothing substitute for nuclear power in the United 

their allies have worked hard to frustrate else has done. At parties, on radio pro- States is coal, and its price and environ- 

the Department of Energy and its declar- grams and in debates, I am questioned mental damage in human life is infinitely 

ed policy, particularly in the area of more often about waste than any other higher than that for a nuclear-based elec- 

licensing reform. aspect of nuclear power. However, those tric supply system. The United States is 

I have been watching the nuclear con- who fan the fear of waste disposal are the world’s largest oil importer and is 

troversy for more than eight years and also, in their blind hatred of the technol- endangered economically and strategically 

was, if anything, initially sympathetic to ogy, those who may make it impossible by that fact. And, while nuclear power 

the opponents of the atom, because at for a permanent repository to be located cannot alleviate dependence on oil, it 

first reading their arguments are simple in an ideal geographic area. They have al- could, in time, bring considerable relief 

and appealing. They trade on a host of ready indicated that they will incite local and provide a domestic and therefore 

idealistic yearnings, particularly among communities to oppose harboring the stable basis for electrical generation. 

young people, and they are clothed in repository. This means that the nation The apparent wisdom of going to nu- 
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clear power has not been wasted on most of state without regard to its previous grass-roots level against which the nuclear 

of the world but neither has the opposi- course or present location. industry is almost powerless. 

tion to it gone unnoticed. The United Nowhere was this more clear than in Why? 

States represents a great de facto propa- the new Administration’s policy on pro- It is not easy to measure and under- 

ganda machine. Its ideas, fads, music, liferation, where brilliant but uninform- stand popular movements, but some 

movies, television programs and prevail- ed men set out to change long-established major factors are now becoming appar- 

ing ethics flow around the world in a free-world policy, without regard to how ent. In the past fifteen years, the United 

continuous stream that no foreign na- that policy had been established nor why States has been rent by four traumatic 

tional identity nor government policy it was regarded as vital by those who had events that have produced a stratum of 

can dam. Consequently, in the great nu- been party to its creation. Observers society with a different set of priorities 

clear struggle, ideas germinated in the watching the State Department under and a different expectation for the future 

United States have been exported to Carter have been able to see the Presi- of the United States than anyone had 

Western Europe and even to Japan. dent’s team modify its stance in direct previously contemplated. First, the civil 

Today opposition to civilian nuclear relationship to its increasing knowledge rights movement awakened the nation to 

power is entrenched in many nations, of nuclear technology and political real- its accumulated sins of racial discrimina- 

but nowhere is it as sweeping nor as ities. tion and set off in the American psyche 

effective as it has been in the U.S. Unfortunately, there is no evidence a flow of guilt that has not yet been as- 

Opponents of nuclear energy have that such enlightenment has been univer- suaged. Second, the Vietnam war pre- 

found in the United States hundreds of sal in the Carter Administration. Outside sented thoughtful Americans — particul- 

opportunities to frustrate its develop- the State Department, prejudice and big- arly those of college age — with a moral 

ment. They are greatly aided in this by otry over nuclear technology continue to dilemma at odds with the nation’s pre- 

the openness of the licensing system — thrive, clothed in righteousness and unas- vious experience of war, when decisions 

originally designed to further public sailable motives. were made as a simple choice between 

understanding — and by the wide provi- It is why there is this bigotry against good and evil. Third, the environmental 

sion for court review of administrative the technology that fascinates me, and I movement, born of necessity, raised the 

decisions. The United States is the most have spent some years trying to analyze American consciousness as to the cause 

litigious nation in the world, and every and explain it. and effect of industrial and commercial 

nuclear power plant is subject to a vari- My conclusion is that it is a symptom life and the survival of the ecology. And, 

ety of court proceedings. of a much wider sociological phenomenon finally, the Watergate scandal cemented 

Another aspect that has aided the in the U.S. national character and that it in some Americans a fundamental dis- 

legal and political warfare directed at is intimately involved in the history of the trust of established institutions and the 

nuclear power is the very presidential post-war period. machinations of their own government. 

system which distinguishes the U.S. Those who oppose nuclear power are The distrust of institutions, many of 

from, say, the United Kingdom. Contin- nominally known as environmentalists; which could be blamed for the perceived 

uity in parliamentary democracies is sometimes they are joined by so-called betrayals that I have just mentioned, 

assured to some extent by the permanent consumerists. They are dedicated, articu- extended to a distrust of those things 

civil service and by the fact that cabinet late, well-educated, middle-class and which are peculiarly in the purview of big 

ministers and members of the shadow upper-middle-class Americans, many of institutions. These are: high technology; 

cabinet become acquainted with complex whom learned the art of public protest the manipulation of society through the 

issues of national policy as they proceed during the Vietnam war, who believe that goods and services sold to it; and capital- 

up their respective career ladders. Jn the the industrial political axis which has ism itself, which, it may be argued, was 
United States, high office can be thrust nurtured the development of peaceful the engine driving the assault on the en- 
on aman or a woman who is not familiar atomic energy is cynically foisting a dan- vironment. It was, too, the benign accom- 

with the intricacies of a program, simply gerous and unnecessary technology ona plice of racial discrimination and the 

because he or she is appointed or elected. gullible American public. In their fight enthusiastic ally of Lyndon Johnson’s 

Hence, the first two years of any Ameri- against the technology, they have used war in Asia. 

can government often embody a period the tools which come easily to them as a Simply, everything that went wrong 

of intense familiarization with long- result of their education and social posi- had been either perpetrated or encour- 
standing programs. It is my belief that tion: litigation, media manipulation and aged by big business or big government 
the Carter Administration came into quasi-scientific propaganda. Additionally, or by those elected with the support of 

office committed to dramatic reforms they are now penetrating the political the commercial sector of American soci- 

but with little knowledge of the prece- structure as they have done at the Cali- ety. But there is no mechanism for an 
dents established for it by previous ad- fornia Energy Commission, and are wag- attack directly on the offending institu- 
ministrations. They took over the ship ing a relentless and committed fight at a tions, only mechanisms for oblique as- 
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a 4 ae \ hig as 

sault on their facilities. Nuclear power in 7 ‘ Y . \ \ a 

particular has borne this antagonism. It : : a p 

represents the planning of a discredited : \" ans |» 
generation of American leadership, the 4 : b y & | 

ultimate toy of the environmentally in- 3 fF aid “ \ a 

sensitive electric utilities. In the minds 5 ‘ a | § ‘ 

of those opposed to it, it is the triumph be ‘epee ee 

of ruthless technology against human sod 4 worm & 

values and, as important, against doing ewe E ae $ 

things on a human scale. Its dangers can | ii r co 

be awesome, the longevity of its waste = sti boa i a 

boggles the mind, the threat from prolif- ; _— " : a bie 
eration offers the ultimate doom of homo ‘ AQ . —< 3 Mi 

Sapiens, laa sind aaa ss ——a i. 

In this frame of mind, the opponents tS oe 
of nuclear power have escalated their dis- | 4 e Bal : ie 

satisfaction from specific aspects of safety, qa uit _ | 
environment, etc. to a much grander dis- ' . ' lt ee q q Pil a a 

affection: a conclusion that the technology E 4 oo, ' Be e 

itself is immoral and that it should be ex- 4. Peer: aan t om / Hod 
punged. To support this thesis, they have ta hae ba a é n i eu 
concluded that Americans can live a bet- a gi . yl P| : aM 

ter life, with a lower standard of living, 2 ee , " " oe 
i i " . 3 F a i | ae 

but what is called a higher quality of life. z eet ae es Bi Ba Tl oe 

This line of thinking has developed such = i ei ited | , ee ie ee : 

momentum that it is now presented as s a : a. ‘ 

representing a serious political and philo- > : iil 
sophical choice for the future of U.S. The core of the U.W.-Madison research reactor located in the Mechanical Engineering 

society, and, by extrapolation, for the Building showing the rods 

world. 

The phenomenon of the attack on nu- ety, one that is unfettered by fear of in the simplistic protestations that are 

clear power is not confined to that indus- shortage, privation or disaster. It is a appealing on the factory floors of Europe. 

try although it is at its most coordinated, class whose traumas have been external The new class in America sees the enemy 

most emotional and most sophisticated and national and not personal. It is a as all that is big and finds the concept of 

in opposing nuclear power plants. A simi- class of men and women who, paradox- big, centralized government abhorrent. 

lar assault has been in progress for some ically, are seeking to hobble the American Its political solution, therefore, is the 

years against the American food industry, | economic machine when they themselves _ decentralized society; its weapon for cap- 

although prima facie, the American food are the products of its bounty: well-fed, italistic excess is regulation, not nationali- 

industry has done a superb job; the abun- well-housed, and well-educated — a class zation; its means for decentralization are 

dance of food in an American life issome- _ that has been brought up in a cocoon of technological and not political. The cut- 

thing to be marveled at. And, Americans personal well-being in the comfort of a ting-edge of this agenda — turning the 

live longer, grow taller and are healthier good home, the security of good schools United States from an industrialized, cen- 

than they have ever been. But the food and the luxury of university education. tralized society into a decentralized, semi- 

industry, though vilified, hardly has to Their class perception of American soci- agrarian nation — is to put a tourniquet 

fight for its life. ety is of a good thing gone wrong; of around centralized energy development, 

The nuclear industry, in contrast, is venal capitalism astride the stallion of in particular nuclear power, and to bring 

fighting for its life; and, as I stand before technology violating the wholesomeness about, through the dispersal of energy | 

you today, I can tell you that it is not of America. sources, a dispersal of decision-making 

winning. But unlike those in Europe and the and to return power to the people in 

Those of us who have tried to codify rest of the world, the intellectuals of this small, local units. This agenda, though 

and understand the nature of the nuclear new class do not seek to reform the United not new, has been given considerable 

opposition have gradually come to the States with drastic political change such intellectual legitimacy and rhetorical 

conclusion that we are dealing with what as communism or socialism. They are, cohesion by Amory Lovins, an engaging 

amounts to a new class in American Soci- in my opinion, too informed to believe renegade technocrat and techno-social 
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philosopher. growth patterns and energy conservation. believe that the current attitude toward 
The present indications are that this Despite the current gloom which I high technology in general and nuclear 

great assault on growth and the tradi- have expressed about nuclear power in power in particular reflects that kind of 

tional goals of the industrialized world the U.S., it is wrong to conclude that the aberration. 

will not work. However, the assault on industry will disappear. There now are The great danger for nuclear power is 

nuclear power has been highly success- 71 reactors producing 12 percent of the that it has been institutionalized as a 
ful. The danger is that in the future we nation’s electrical power, and according crusade of the American left against the 
will have neither the utopian world of to the nation’s electrical power, and technology. Opposing nuclear power has 
Mr. Lovins nor enough energy for the according to the Atomic Industrial For- become, for some more radical members 

industrialized world that we know today um, a further 105 reactors will come on of the Democratic Party, an act of faith 

and anticipate for tomorrow. line between now and 1986, But projec- based on political creed rather than on 

As the assault on nuclear power has tions for the year 2000 for installed nu- technical judgment. 
increased in velocity, it has spread be- clear generating capacity are down froma In today’s political climate in the 

yond the specific new class advocates high of 1,200 gigawatts to 380 gigawatts. United States, if you’re in favor of orga- 

of a modified society to most of the The question is how long the four reactor nized labor, redistribution of income, a 

left wing of the Democratic Party. vending companies — General Electric, more egalitarian society and other noble 
When Jimmy Carter was seeking the Westinghouse, Babcock & Wilcox, and goals, then you are axiomatically, as 

highest office in American public life, Combustion Engineering — can survive, part of that political creed, likely to be 
he not only identified with the new particularly as the new export law casts opposed to nuclear power. Likewise, if 

class, but was persuaded by many of its a major shadow over the ability of these you subscribe to a conservative political 

arguments. As President, he has suc- organizations to compete internationally. philosophy, you are likely to believe in 

ceeded in massively damaging the pros- Mercifully, in the United States the will high technology, in continued ownership 
pects for a nuclear-based electric econ- of the government is not absolute, and of the Panama Canal and in maintaining 
omy. A President with a combination of the concerted opposition to nuclear national defense at a high level — and in 

new class values and old-fashioned politi- power from many elements of the cur- nuclear power as the cornerstone of the 

cal ambivalence has tainted nuclear rent Administration will be crippling but future energy development of the United 

power more than its most devout oppo- not fatal. Nuclear is not alone as the vic- States. 

nents could have hoped. He has furthered tim of the new class assault on energy I deplore this polarization because it 

the public impression that it is dangerous and technology. It appears today that presents technology in political and 
by saying that it is. Worse than that psy- the 1977 amendments to the Clean Air ideological terms, where I believe it does 

chological damage, he has closed down Act may ultimately prove more lethal not belong. I think hanging moral labels 

the breeder demonstration project at to the direct combustion of coal than around technology, as has happened 

Clinch River; and he has refused to allow anything that has befallen nuclear. The with nuclear power, is a piece of intel- 

the back end of the fuel cycle to be problems for nuclear power are social lJectual mischief for which the United 

closed. He has antagonized United States and political. States and possibly the world will pay. 
allies and set off, in my view, a new It is my expectation that, as the limits That the alternative technologies to nu- 

imperative for nations, once prepared to of coal and the greatly oversold expecta- clear are known as “appropriate tech- 

rely on the United States for their nu- tions for solar power are realized, nuclear nologies” and the Department of Energy 

clear expertise, now to acquire their own. power will enjoy a resurgence. Many lead- has institutionalized this piece of seman- 

And, in so doing, he has set up the pos- ers of the nuclear industry subscribe to a tic legerdemain by using that phrase, 

sibility of many nations eventually being view that, sometime after the next presi- shows the extent to which the mischief 

equipped to produce weapons. dential election, a national reevaluation has taken hold. 

The crisis for nuclear power in the of the energy future will take place, and To explain why nuclear developments 

United States is replete with a number in that evaluation nuclear will discard the is in a hiatus is to explain the existential 

of ironies. For example, although oppo- rags of Cinderella for the mantle of a nature of the new class philosophies in 

sition to nuclear power has produced a princess. opposing growth and protecting the 

climate in which its expansion is almost If the United States has a national environment at all odds. It is also to 

impossible, most nuclear plants have weakness, it is to seek simple solutions to deny the empirical eveidence that Ameri- 

been cancelled or postponed because of complex problems. This zealous morality ca’s well-being is symbiotic to its tech- 

other factors, principally the poor eco- has led the nation into some aberrant nological success. Energy and technology 

nomic health of many of the utilities, as actions that have often left scars but are the bulwarks of American civilization, 

well as the chaotic load forecasting situa- which have ultimately been overcome. and I hope that my adopted land will re- 

tion which has resulted since the Arab oil The aberrations extend from slavery to gain confidence in this destiny. 

embargo of 1973-74 because of changed prohibition to the Vietnam war, and I 
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When was the last time you were part of a care instruments. And as Abbott Labs excels, 
winning team? Maybe you were lucky enough every member of the team realizes another 
to experience the thrill of a team victory some personal goal. 
time ahs your youth. Remember the feeling There's a lotto bel eaiditor teamwork And 
of achievement that belonged to you, as well as i 1 

f i even though it’s how you play that’s important, 
the rest of the team? You shared it, yet it was a ; : 

it’s always more fun to be on the side that’s 
yours, and no one could ever take that away. ea i 

winning. Do you want to be more than just an 
Abbott Laboratories instills that same kind of employee? If you've got a BS or MSEE with a 

mental outlook in its employees. Because we're background in Digital, Analog, Test Equipment, 
a group of professionals giving it all we've got or Electro-Optical design, consider a position on 
to achieve a united goal, each of us performing our team. Graduating seniors welcome. 
a vital and integral part of the process. We like 

to think of ourselves as #1 when it comes to Call or write Charlotte J. Shaw, 
designing, developing, and manufacturing health | Personnel Administrator: 

160-B Regal Row / Dallas, Texas 74247 / (214) 630-8000 or 1-800-527-3311 
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The pros... 
two views on Llewellyn King’s class assault ide 

by Pat Schwab 

—_!-.dTS generating stations, oil and gas wells, 

How about the proponents of nuclear and even large centralized solar power 
\ power? We were sure that the nuclear stations. Instead they advocate what 

engineers at UW-Madison wouldn’t find Amory Lovins has labeled “soft” ener- 

| \ much fault in King’s words. Pat Schwab, gy technologies. This is the real issue: 
x chairman of the public relations commit- What are “soft” energy technologies and 

tee of the student chapter of the American are they really incompatible with cen- 

Nuclear Society here, echoed King’s views. _tralized energy sources? 

ee A “soft” technology is any power- 

producing device that will fit in your 

As a veteran on the pro-nuclear side garage or back yard. The total “soft” 

of the nuclear controversy, I enjoyed approach is based on two assumptions: 

Mr. King’s article immensely. Many 1) that total U.S. energy consumption 

people are just now coming to the will be reduced by about 50%, and 

conclusion that this controversy is 2) that the other 50% can be produced 

only technological on the surface. by windmills, woodburning stoves, 

For example, the anti-nuclear people small solar collectors, etc. (Most engi- 

demand that existing power plants be neers think neither of these assump- 

shut down until nuclear waste disposal tions are valid, because the United 

is available. Yet these same people vigor- States is an industrial nation.) 

Bi ously protest the construction of such But what is it about big, centralized 

iui waste disposal facilities! Every respect- energy souces that is incompatible with 

ce 4 able group of scientists to study radio- these individually-owned devices? Nothing 

Cin ii ‘ active waste disposal for the last 20 years at all. The anti-nukes say the “‘soft” 

A iti eas, iis Be . has concluded that the waste can be approach would offer everyone a free 

Wey ak ae 4 ae f solidified and safely deposited in a choice of energy sources and then hypo- 
Bs Ha a. se Wes stable geological formation deep under- critically declare that no one should be 

a ie A. ‘i . 4) ground. free to choose a centralized energy source. 
” eo aie: Ca ana Ve These scientists are continually sur- Actually, the two are not mutually exclu- 

‘ 4 hy i Hie Hite i Pe ft prised when their studies are totally sive. I claim that we can use windmills, 
4 BL ue, is mee ignored by all dedicated anti-nuclear solar heaters, and nuclear power plants. 
ge i, ren i i i .oe 7) people. That’s because the issue is socio- This is the socio-political question that 

ee ne a | political in nature, not technical. This will soon be decided. Will we continue to 
Pia bie aaa ah aa bart may be disturbing to some engineers. have the option of power cables and gas 

ete ka a aN |) There is no formula to plug numbers in- pipelines to our homes and factories or 
ye ae rs eis to, and pocket calculators are useless will we have only one option left, the so- 

‘a oe d when applied to a socio-political prob- called “soft” approach? The majority of 

i : lem. the people do not like the idea of climb- 

i We must address the problem on the ing up on the roof to shovel snow off a 

proper grounds. As Mr. King points out, solar collector, yet centralized energy 

mi aie the controversy is not just about nuclear sources are being effectively blocked. 

7 ~—senergy but about any form of centralized Those of us who wish to advocate nu- 

A "energy supply system. The so-called anti- _—_clear power intelligently must realize 
, : Al a nuclear people whom I often argue with that “soft” technology is really an attack 

ei — atietEE are also opposed to coal-fired electrical on big, centralized technology.C 
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66 hd . . ys and cons of “Nuclear power in crisis 
SS 

by Bart Ramsey Photos by Bob Conover, Daily Cardinal 
oe nological developments are two ideas RY me teTT St 

Realizing that Llewellyn King’s state- which are on the wane. There is a grow- , F i al oti at 
ments were bound to touch some raw ing sense of responsibility and involve- Ete Aa \ No a ( 
nerves in the anti-nuclear eamp, WE in- ment among citizens as they discover ao. Y A ek 
vited the Daily Cardinal to respond. Bart they can and should understand techni- eRe ve Ny : 
Ramsey of the Cardinal staff answers cal data. a ta bi) KFe 2 er ~ 

King’s charges. King complains that because Depart- . oy, * 4) is 
ment of Energy officials are not entirely A Le 
on the side of nuclear power, they are cs is WA) KE) | w 

In response to Mr. Llewellyn King’s automatically untrustworthy and abso- he \ 4 \\ oo a 
article, “Nuclear Power: The New Class lutely wrong. His fussing about the : a &. Oke ie 5 
Assault,” Iam compelled to argue that political power struggle evades the real ~ | N ) 3g. as Fl fe 
resistance to nuclear developments is question: whether nuclear energy is a a | We a 
nurtured by more than “idealistic yearn- feasible energy source. \ 
ings,” and with a more concrete goal Nuclear energy advocates argue that ; hd s ; 
than to “hobble the American economic nuclear energy creates a minimum amount \ nt ie 
machine,” as King claimed. of waste, and is therefore extremely con- — ee i aL WN 

Those who come out in favor of nu- servational. The simple volume of waste F 

clear energy are rational individuals ac- is only part of the problem, however, The j Fi 
cording to King, while those opposed waste is highly toxic and will remain so = | ; . 
are harboring a “blind hatred of the for hundreds of years. ee ; 
technology.” The situation is obviously Nuclear energy poses many other safe.“ 
not as simplistic as he would like to ty questions, as evidenced by the recent Protestors in front of Wisconsin Power 
paint it. Nuclear power is surrounded shut-downs of five power plants on the and Light offices in Madison the day 
with controversy for good reason. East Coast. Whether high radiation areas after the Three Mile Island accident. 

King observed that “four traumatic , ; tin 
events ... have produced a stratum of is Ute. te 
society with a different set of priorities " " ‘ (P. ‘ : 

and .. . expectations for the future,” | 44 " i NG oe” 
namely the civil rights movement, the 44 ma ANY ‘ TAMA 

Vietnam war, the environmentalist move- at fi Rela 1 ¢ rN 
ment and the Watergate scandal. These a d Zo — —— a a 
events have created a society, he said, wv \ B o ; aw o 
that is more suspicious and distrustful of \ Tm Hs yd Che fs aN Se 

established institutions. a \ - r A ‘a oe 

First of all, he assumes that these are not IN ao a 13 as ‘ \ ! ‘e 
isolated events unconnected to any over- '« eco Sil DONT Pointe ie ’ i) 
ey; ; a yf fo eer risbutg ? ( +f riding problems. Secondly, he assumes a a Hart Py Ve fi a | F i 

critical look at traditional institutions is fi | HIPrE! WER he V4 A _ ; an 
inherently negative. Both of these assump- oe oe f : A tei / 

tions are weak and simplistic. The old, un- 2 . in Wi = > , ; 
wavering faith in science and scientific ex- is ld ; 7 my \ 1 la as 

perts, and the belief that untrained people i ee! | : S| - \ " Ce 
are not capable of making decisions or ee : id - . a ; a cA 

understanding the concepts behind tech- ee a cc a A 
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cause cancer or other diseases to occur health-safety hazards of their own. But King’s gross generalization, however, 

at a greater frequency, for example, is at this point, they are more desirable than that opponents of nuclear power com- 

still a subject of debate. nuclear power stations by a wide margin. prise a new class that “sees the enemy 

Many experts optimistically believe They will, in conjunction with other as all that is big and find the concept 

that this country’s long-term energy power generation sources, do better to of big, centralized government abhor- 

future looks good. The biggest quandary, provide energy safely until current energy rent,” is ludicrous. This modern-day ver- 

they say, will be surviving economically technologies are made more efficient and sion of “red-baiting” evades the real 

until alternative technologies can be de- other energy technologies are created. problem by pointing a paranoid finger 

veloped. If nuclear power is used to fill King complains that people are anti- at resisters — who say that nuclear energy 

the energy void, with its safety problems nuclear because they are anti-big business. is dangerous. One could just as easily 

and wastefulness, research and develop- Certainly, many question the motives of argue that everyone involved in big busi- 

ment of energy alternatives and conser- utility companies who have invested heav- ness adamantly supports nuclear devel- 

vation measures will inevitably be fore- ily in nuclear energy research and who opement, blindly and without considera- 

stalled. then claim that nuclear energy is perfect- tion for the environment. There will 

The incentive for society at all levels ly safe. They have a lot to lose. The pos- always be some who simply follow the 

to conserve energy will diminish greatly sibility that such companies have refused status quo, but this a weak defense of 

with the proliferation of nuclear power to explore alternatives because they may nuclear energy. 

plants. The government will be less in- not be able to reap such a large profit We hope to see, as does Mr. King, “‘a 

clined to enforce conservation and meti- and would have to re-invest in new re- national reevaluation of the energy fu- 

culous management of energy at both search is not far-fetched. ture.” But instead of hoping for a vital- 

industrial and consumer levels. Nuclear The utilities have a direct interest in ization of nuclear developments as a sim- 

power, for all its other pitfalls, will only maintaining the present level of energy plistic escape hatch, we should, as in- 

discourage energy — and environmental consumption — especially nuclear energy, formed, active consumers, make indus- 

— conservation. which must be distributed from a highly try and government aware of the need 

Coal-fired energy stations are not with- centralized, and therefore highly profit- to conserve energy and to search for alter- 

out environmental, conservation and able source. natives for our future energy supply. 
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Nuclear political economy 
uncertainty in an uncertain age 

by Charles Cicchetti 

tf ance of our existing nuclear plants. But, was, with respect to short-term environ- 
Poor economic health has caused can- the fact that we have virtually no oil- mental problems, superior to coal. That 

cellation or postponement of more nu- fired electricity, and our state’s treat- long-term environmental problems were 
clear power plants than have questions of ment of construction work in progress, present in both, with nuclear potentially 
safety. Charles J. Cicchetti is the chairman and funds used during construction have more of a problem. But, on net, coal 
of the Wisconsin Public Service Commis- also been part of it. was environmentally inferior to nuclear. 
sion. The following article explains the To be sure, despite a rather envious It was the economics of nuclear 
reasons behind the PSC’s apparently anti- _ record, Wisconsin has its utility-related power, particularly its political and eco- 
nuclear stance. It is the text of an address intervenor and political problems. In nomic uncertainty, that tilted the com- 
given by Mr. Cicchetti to the Atomic In- fact we just elected a new Governor in mission course of action. Let’s begin with 
dustrial Forum at their January 15 meet- part because he was at the same time what we know. In less than a decade nu- 
ing in Las Vegas. anti-utility, anti-PSC, anti-environmen- clear capacity costs, comparing actual 
a talist, pro-consumer and pro-nuclear. Wisconsin plants under review and in 

With that persuasiveness maybe the operation, have increased more than 
The Wisconsin Record AIR should hire him away from Wiscon- sixfold (from $167 per kW to more 

The purpose of my remarks is to dis- sin to breathe some new life into a stag- than $1,000 per kW). 
cuss (1) the reasons for the recently adopt- nant, somewhat defeated, organization. Nuclear and coal plants which both 
ed policies of the Wisconsin Public Service The Wisconsin PSC, quite distinct started their way through the regulatory 
Commission, which appear to be anti- from and prior to our recent guber- morass in the mid-seventies also differ 
nuclear, (2) my views on the reasons for natorial election, voted to set nuclear dramatically. First, the coal units will be 
the current malaise of nuclear power, power back rather dramatically. This on line in two years or so, while the 
and (3) the Carter administration’s pro- rather obvious inconsistency is directly nuclear regulatory process continues. 
posed legislative solution for nuclear related to what I believe to be the spe- This is not simply due to the environ- 
power in this country and its rather ob- cific ills of the nuclear industry in this mentalists. Utility-related postponements 
vious errors and omissions. country. The actions taken were: (1) to of a year or two, with virtually no eco- 

Let me begin with Wisconsin’s nuclear _ restrict Wisconsin’s nuclear future by nomic penalty for the utilities, given our 
history. About thirty percent of our elec- _ eliminating three of five proposed nu- treatment of construction work in pro- 
tricity is generated by nuclear power. It clear units, (2) to prohibit through a gress, are commonplace and increase the 
has been clean, safe, reliable and incred- nuclear moratorium any expenditure economic burden for consumers. Second, 
ibly cheap. More than half of our nuclear _ of planning dollars on future nuclear those same coal units will be built and 
power came on line earlier in this decade power, (3) to consider, under less than operating for five years or so sooner, at 
at less than $200 per kW built under neutral circumstances, the two remain- costs per kW in 1978 dollars for construc- 
turnkey contracts. I do not know any ing possible nuclear plants in separate tion at about half that of the delayed nu- 
serious energy observer in Wisconsin to- need proceedings, and (4) to eliminate clear units (about $500 versus $1,000). 
day who does not wish we had built further Wisconsin utility contributions Further, now that utility growth rates in 
more such units. We are currently collect- to the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Wisconsin have been cut in half, the 
ing dollars for decommissioning our nu- Project. smaller sized coal units are more readily 
clear plants and for the permanent stor- It is interesting to note that after adjusted to our system which also add to 
age of spent waste. Many of our utilities thousands of pages of hearing trans- their economic advantage. 
are triple or double A-rated and Milwau- crips in a state that has been well served The above economic factors can be 
kee, our largest city, has the lowest elec- economically and environmentally by measured, and tilt the choice towards 
tricity prices of the top twenty cities in both coal and nuclear, I concluded, and coal, despite its obviously higher operat- 
the nation. This has certainly been help- was joined in the final vote by the other ing costs. In fact, the most persuasive 
ed by the excellent economic perform- two commissioners, that nuclear power “economic” arguments made for nuclear 
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in Wisconsin are (1) avoiding too great a ting all your eggs in the coal basket” article so gloomy about nuclear power 

dependence on one electric generating argument. that I won’t be surprised to see it repro- 

fuel, and (2) a fear that the Environmen- Still working against nuclear were duced in every environmental newsletter 

tal Protection Agency will win its ridicu- three economic factors that led me to in the country, three basic solutions have 

lous internecine war with the Department vote for our nuclear moratorium, join- been offered. These are: (1) the standard- 

of Energy for the employment of “best ing at least four other states. What makes ization of nuclear units (e.g. SNUPPS), 

available control technology” even, Wisconsin unique is that our action was (2) the Deutch task force and, (3) the 
ironically, for those situations in which a formal vote of a regulatory commission, Administration’s Nuclear Siting Legisla- 

it is found to be bad environmentally as distinct from Iowa’s informal, but very tion. 

and economically. real, commission position, and the legisla- While none of the above are sufficient- 

Two reactions to such a line of rea- tively determined or voter initiatives pass- ly strong enough medicine to do the job, 

soning enter my thought process. First, ed elsewhere. there is some logic, and quite a bit of 

Wisconsin continues to be a national The three factors which, in my opin- good about each. But in my opinion we 

leader in nuclear power. Indeed, our ion, are crying for federal government do not have a mildly sick patient. The 

state’s largest utility has at least forty solution and which present too great a nuclear industry which, given the oil 

percent nuclear generation. I really financial and political risk for nuclear embargo, plus the environmental and 

wonder, after the “diving for the fox- power are: (1) permanent waste disposal, union-related problems of coal, should 

hole” performance of the federal govern- (2) plant decommissioning and (3) guar- be a high flyer, is instead near dead in 

ment in the aftermath of Proposition 13 anteeing fuel availability for the current this country. 

in California, what will happen to us high plants in operation or under construction. My purpose is not to join the chorus 

nuclear states if nationally we continue Committing more than a billion dollars of gloom, but to raise serious questions 

to fail to adopt a politically acceptable per unit, with the multiple uncertainties about the deficiencies of the proposed 

solution to nuclear waste disposal. Sec- of what storage, decommissioning and cures, and in that way try to revive the 
ond, our coal continues to be supplied future nuclear fuels will cost, and the patient. The cures will, however, never 

from both eastern UMW and non-UMW potentially more serious prospect that return nuclear power to its over-promis- 

sources, and as well as western non-UMW nuclear plants may be forced to close ing days and earlier “‘too cheap to meter” 

sources, both by barge and rail. It is too down before the end of their expected bravado. But, I think, if such cures can 

overly simplistic and therefore wrong to operating lives, are risks too great to be developed, the nuclear option can be 

think of a ton of coal as a ton of coal impose on a state regulatory commission restored to a position where it can com- 

from a security of supply standpoint. It or utility ratepayers. The federal govern- pete economically, environmentally and 

is of course possible that narrow, sim- ment’s virtual silence in these matters then perhaps even politically with coal. 

plistic and stupid environmental regula- leaves decision makers few options than (If this last objective seems naive, study 

tions will lead us in Wisconsin to prefer to be virtually negative. the recent Wisconsin election results.) 

a single coal source and to select a single Let me review each of the current rather 

transport mode. But the case for coal Some Weak Solutions deficient goals in turn. 

stock-piling, and coal source and trans- As nuclear construction costs contin- SNUPPS (Standardized Nuclear Unit 

port diversity, as well as continued oppo- ue to explode, as the financial regulators Power Plant System) was sold to utili- 

sition to a yet-to-be-finalized EPA policy, of Wall Street see the regulatory and cash ties and regulatory commissions as a way 

all seem far stronger arguments on the flow problems mount, nuclear orders are to hold down joint costs and reduce 

side of coal than the nuclear ‘“‘avoid put- cancelled, and Business Week carries an regulatory delay by standardizing design. 

Photo by John Wardale Those goals are certainly desirable. How- 

Hs “ ever, they are gained by accepting con- 
ven ee i oe — siderably greater pre-certification expen- 

" geen ‘penne REE eee TT as "(it : oa asin ditures and commitments. G iven:the 

aa, 4. Co Cee ea eee Caer chement thal, an de et 
Bee acs | . oo a > ANIC Raa ete aan 7 aoe it is my judgment that, as desirable from 

sr TEI) OOF; Ou xe Ny OO Te rie = “= ns both an economic and safety standpoint 

ty had === Wot “see 4 Ca. ee) csandiardization i tn 
1 — ° ss i fae ee ; standardization is, something must still 

er cguaal Rea : be done to reduce pre-certification nu- 
mE pacool— Tier MENU SS ie a ‘lites UsigAe. 

aye =e eae rr? gee che SB clear expenditures and commitments. 

an ee is = 4 | nen cae ee ni The economic risks of a nuclear unit 

en sal erence gm He EI hg ay are considerable, if tens of millions must 
si 1 H t ad : a ‘ ee uy lpia be expended and hundreds of millions 

ee j i 4 | a Settee committed before it can be determined 
wh Eee eee 4 ee ii whether a nuclear plant is “needed.” 

— 7 ve Standardization creates two other eco- 
ag nomic problems. As some participants 

The control center of the Columbia IT Nuclear Power Plant, Wisconsin 
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in standardized unit designs pull out, by this Administration. It must: (a) turn ne ee 2 VII. The federal government, vendors, remaining members must bear greater need determination over to states, if they Fs : . . . . : - : and the financial community must take costs. Even without standardized design want to accept it, (b) similarly, environ- b eye . . . . : old steps to reduce pre-certification an all too likely temptation for nuclear mental impact of particular sites must expenditures and commitments 
vendors today, as cancellations are re- remain a state matter unless rejecied by . a . < ‘aa aa VIII. Similarly, the federal govern- ceived and/or not forthcoming, is to an individual state, and (c) nuclear plant . : ‘ . ment, vendors, and the financial com- spread fixed vendor costs over a smaller safety can continue as a federal matter. ‘ : . oe i . munity must take steps to reinstate number of units sold. Standardization in The Administration claims that these 

. . — ye turnkey contracts. 
design has not solved this problem. In objectives are what it intended. At a : oe . 5 = ae IX. Public admissions that nuclear fact, I suspect it has made it more acute, minimum we must insist that they draft 

. . i ‘ 4 ; . power benefits were grossly overstated thus increasing the capital costs of a new their new bill accordingly. Even with fiust be forthcomine 
nuclear generator even further. clarification, the bill only becomes X.TI a : : . The health of our national econ- Professor Deutch’s Committee has acceptable. It does not become a good, . omy must be protected and any attempts addressed the nuclear spent fuel problem. _ and, therefore, nuch-needed nuclear sit- . . . . . to promote nuclear by overly and/or Every new presidential administration ing bill. For nuclear power to be eco- : . . . | . . : poorly regulating coal must be avoided. seems to believe that one of its first nomically revived, the Administration . Dee : 2 a Under proper economic and regulatory priorities is to address the nuclear waste must either establish federal responsibil- : 

c 4g ; oo, climates both coal and nuclear power disposal problem. The present Adminis- ity for storage, decommissioning and have drole 
tration has gone further. It has also hon- fuel availability in its nuclear siting bill, , 
estly laid out a timetable. But the prom- or, in parallel legislative action, accom- 
ised date is long after any political account- plish the same thing. The Deutch Report, 

ability will exist. State Commissions who plus the present siting bill, simply do not The Future of Nuclear Power in 
are asked to take the political heat for go far enough. Wisconsin 
waste disposal need more than a new, The preceding section should give 
albeit more well defined, promise. There My Ten Proposals For Reviving support to the pro-nuclear forces in 
have been nearly three decades of prom- Nuclear Power Wisconsin and infuriate some of my 
ises, making the Deutch report seem I. The federal government in either state’s anti-nuclear forces. The fact is, 
hollow, when it is in fact a rather serious its power plant siting bill, or elsewhere, however, that as long as the federal 
and important effort. In my opinion nu- should assume legal responsibility for government: (a) ducks the waste storage, 
clear power needs financial and/or legal the storage of dangerous nuclear wastes. decommissioning and fuel availability 
guarantees, not political promises, to II. Methods for charging for this as- problems, (b) vendors insist on large 
deal with the twin problems of waste sumption of responsibility, and the fi- pre-certification expenditures and reject 
disposal and plant decommissioning. nancial and legal treatment of any future turnkey contracts, (c) consumers keep 

The Nuclear Power Plant Siting Act value in such spent fuels must be defined their growth in consumption around 
has also been offered by the Administra- within 180 days. four percent, and (d) the federal govern- 
tion as a means to revive nuclear power. III. The federal government similarly, ment practices a balanced well thought 
I drafted a resolution of support, which in either its power plant siting bill or out coal/air pollution policy, I will sup- 
was passed by the National Association elsewhere, should assume legal responsi- port a full moratorium on the expendi- 
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, bility for the eventual decommissioning ture of any further dollars to even plan 
for a not yet written redrafted version of nuclear plants. new nuclear plants in my state. 
of that Act, but I still feel it is far too IV. Methods for charging utilities for The nuclear industry can revive it- 
weak to do the job. My support is luke- this service must also be defined in 180 self, but it can only do so by understand- 
warm for two reasons: first, the previous days. ing the problems of state regulators who, 
Administration version was, to be kind, V. The Internal Revenue code should in increasing numbers, are refusing to 
ambiguous. When this was explained to be amended to permit utilities that are take all the economic risks and political 
them by those more or less supporting assessing current customers for either heat of nuclear power. Solving the nu- 
the bill, we were asked to help them pass future waste disposal or decommission- clear related problems described above 
something and the ambiguities would be ing to deter treating such revenue as in- will make it possible for those among the 
corrected in legislative history. The nu- come until such offsetting expenditures state regulators, who believe as I do, 
clear issue is far too serious and politi- are actually made. that coal is environmentally more costly, 
cally intricate for any serious regulator VI. Nuclear fuel availability must be- to accept the political heat of nuclear 
to accept a request to help “win one come a federal responsibility. As the power. Failure to reduce the economic 
for Jimmy,” when those of us who must breeder is sidetracked and the prospects risks of nuclear power will only fuse a 
deal with these issues directly know it of imported nuclear fuel become likely, union among the just plain anti-nukes, 
is simply not enough. the continued flow of nuclear fuel to and those informed about the all too 

I will state for you what I consider the _ billion dollar plus reactors must be as- ubiquitous nuclear economic problems.O 
essence of the minimal siting bill preferred sured. 4



j ? How much is enough‘ 
the effects of radiation on organisms 
by Norma A. Vargas 

—_ —-___ about one-tenth rad. A series of diagnos- mutations and the radiation dose. That 

At the root of the nuclear power de- tic X-rays and fluoroscopy may add up means the rates at which the genes under- 

bate is a deep-seated fear of radiation and to about 10 rads.) The other 35 percent go changes are directly dependent on the 

its effects. Norma Vargas is a graduate stu- comes from man-made sources, with radiation dose. Using the linear relation- 
dent in journalism with a B.S. in biology. the nuclear industry contributing less ship, Clifton says that a single high dose 
She was well qualified to speak with Kelly than 1 percent to that amount. given in a short time period could pro- 

Clifton of the UW-Clinical Sciences Center Most of the data on the effects of duce more than the same dose given at 

and report on his answers to some of our radiation on humans has come from a low dose rate over a long period of 

questions about the dangers of radiation. survivors of the 1945 atomic bomb ex- time. Even though no “safe” dose has 

——__ plosions in Japan. As a result, evidence been found, “it is perhaps safest to as- 

of the detrimental effects are based on sume that biological effects are directly 

Is it safer to live next door to an oper- those studies and experiments with proportional to the total dose received.” 

ating nuclear power plant than it is to live animals. Clifton adds, “‘a single 30 to 50 rad 

in Denver? Tracing a single dose of radiation to exposure to the germ plasm (DNA) could 

That depends on who you talk to. specific effects is difficult because of all double the rate of spontaneous muta- 
Proponents of nuclear energy say the variables involved. ‘An individual’s tions.” 

that because of safety devices installed sex, age, diet and lifestyle could account There is concern over increased num- 

in the plants, the amount of radiation for certain responses,” says Clifton. bers of genetic changes which may result 

escaping into the environment is less For example, the consequences of an from the nuclear industry. The alterations 
than what Denver (at a mile above sea exposure to the hands would be less dam- might affect susceptibility to a range of 

level) receives because a thin atmosphere aging than one to the sex organs. So far, outcomes, such as susceptibility to disease, 
scatters and absorbs less of the natural the conclusions link high radiation doses but attributing one to the other would 
radiation from the sun and outer space. with genetic mutations, cancer and birth require “many observations of a relative- 

Nuclear energy opponents would dis- defects, but questions remain about low- ly rare event,” continues the scientist. 

agree with that. The statement however, er dose effects. Besides the possibility of a single gene 

epitomizes a basic argument of the For years, radiation techniques have mutation from radiation, strings of genes 

nuclear energy debate. been used to bring about genetic changes called chromosomes may break and re- 
As public awareness focuses on radia- called mutations in plants, to produce join abnormally. The results may pro- 

tion not only from nuclear power plants improved strains of grains and flowers. duce malformations in future genera- 

but from other man-made sources, such Statistics on induced mutations in tions. The resulting malformations seen 

as X-rays, there is renewed concern about mammals have come from “millions of in the so-called “human monsters” are 

the potential hazards and detrimental breeding mice” at Oak Ridge National primarily spinal and brain deformities. 
effects for humans. Laboratories in Tennessee, says Clifton. In children born to survivors of the Hiro- 

Radiation constantly bombards us in How the mutations occur is unresolv- shima and Nagasaki bombs, an unusually 
the form of energy waves and particles ed, but some researchers believe that large number of cases of microcephaly, 
from the sun, outer space and earth. radiation striking a gene, the basic unit or deficient brain size, were noted, says 

About 65 percent of the 0.19 rads of hereditary in the cell, may effect a Clifton. 
that an average person receives annually change in the gene’s chemical constitu- But the scientist says that the passage 

comes from natural sources, says Kelly ent, DNA. The alteration may be carried of time is a crucial factor. Following 

H. Clifton, professor of human oncology on in later cells to produce a detectable radiation exposure to the sex organs, 

(the study of tumors) at the Clinical effect. there is a time interval in which abnor- 
Sciences Center. (A rad is a unit of ab- From the studies, a “linear hypothe- mal sex cells are shed. In addition, min- 
sorbed radiation. One chest X-ray is sis” has developed between the rate of imum doses of 250 rads (to the sex 
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j i ‘ : 3 3 different.” A White House Task Force 

ie oe i ar » -B recently asked the government to issue 

| . v 7 "| ee “se more warnings about hazards associated 

: oe are cs with work in nuclear industries. 

oe i Dat , be According to federal standards estab- 

ts oe : Men vets ll. eS E lished in 1957, individuals in the general 

( an . te: ei population should receive less than a 

ee a —— e “maximum permissible dose” of 0.5 rads 
oe gee ee a tee: we aa a year, while nuclear related workers may 
ey Oe 7 hi aa i 5; receive no more than a total annual 5 rad 
a | x 4] be i % nae ae dose. The worker-allowed exposure is 

le am To geen sit a greater because “the number of radiation 
ae 6 y pe workers is small as compared to the total 

ae 1 UG sie ra j population and a very small percentage 
es es 4 NT yay : of them receive the ‘maximum permis- 

ee OG ‘| ee ; sable dose’,” says Clifton, adding that he 
8 tli —- Day ie believes the standards are “adequate.” ee, i ae ees elieves the stan ards are “a equate. 

A Se ne mame aE Te me Vi} As for a connection between radiation 

aw . 7 eee and cancer, the scientist says a relation- 

ie 4 ex tee, ! oS L: E ca 4 E I a ship similar to the linear arypattieds for 

sid LE sence ll AS R a A mutations has not been for all 
(Pe ae P Taner aes Proveg are 
a a> - cancer types. In part, this could be due 

ee ay a fa i to the fact that cancer is a family of dis- 
a A hy, ae ie Par eee eases. Also, in certain cancers, a time 

Fe phe oe ee ee lapse of one to 30 years may occur be- 
~— ” . ™ — a tween the cancer causing event and the 

diseases’ onset. “If one assumes linearity, 
organs) may produce temporary steril- Though there are no definite conclusions, the radiation risks aren’t as well establish- 

ity. In mice, abnormalities have been some biological processes says Clifton ed for cancer induction as for mutations,” 

seen only in the first two litters. Ex- are “disproportionately influenced by says Clifton. 

plains Clifton, “If enough time were radiation exposure.”’ Research suggests Although the processes that cause can- 

allowed between radiation and concep- two preliminary results in a radiated pop- cer are not fully known, studies have 

tion, the likelihood of ‘monsters’ would ulation: certain diseases, such as harden- shown that the incidence of thyroid can- 

be minimized. ing of the arteries “‘occur at an earlier cer in children, breast cancer in women 

Not only can radiation exposure af- age” and “radiation related diseases, and leukemia seem to be closely linked 

fect a child before it is conceived, but such as cancer occur more frequently.” to radiation exposure. Of the long-term 
also while it is developing in the womb. The appearance of any consequences, disease rates found in survivors of the 

In experiments with rats, says Clifton though, are controlled by the individual’s atomic bombs, Clifton says, “An increase 
“embryonic abnormalities have been genetic background, as well as other fac- in leukemias peaked six to seven years 
induced in about 10 percent of a popu- tors, says the scientist. Various reports and then 13 years after exposure.” 

lation receiving single doses of 50 to have estimated measures of life shorten- Regarding potential radiation dangers 

150 rads.” Because the developmental ing connected to radiation levels emitted from operating nuclear power plants, the 
changes occurring during the first two by operating nuclear power plants, but scientist states, “I’m much more concern- 
weeks of the rat pregnancy roughly cor- Clifton discounts them as “extrapolations ed that radiation exposure from necessary 
respond to the first six weeks in humans, from inadequate data.” diagnostic X-ray procedures be minimiz- 

he adds a single dose of “‘one to 10 rads Much of the public clamor about nu- ed than with the nuclear industry.” 
rarely leads to detectable damage, but clear energy is over data citing increases Because there’s never been a major 

it is important.” Furthermore, an adult in leukemia among residents near weapons _ accident at a nuclear power plant, the 

who was irradiated during prenatal devel- testing sites and among workers in nuclear estimates of cancer deaths, mutations, 

opment, might expect an increased sus- related jobs. Clifton believes that compari- _ birth defects and other radiation damage 

ceptibility to other radiation linked son of nuclear power plants with atomic possibly resulting from such an event 

effects. bombs is “like confusing the fire in your come from computer projections. The 
A more recent concern of radiation furnace with a flame thrower. Both may outcome from a core meltdown would 

exposure is how it may affect aging. burn you, but the probabilities are very depend on “the population within a given 
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radius . .. how the radiation is distribut- At the present time, nuclear groups cancers” might eventually result as 

ed (from a meltdown)” and other factors. are using the data to support their pro- opposed to 10,000 to 20,000 cited by 

Investigations on the probabilities and or anti- stands. Since 1957, research com- UCS. Also, Rasmussen estimates predict 

extent of radiation damage have been missioned by groups, and the government that 300 “genetic defects” might be ob- 

based on human dose responses cited in have sought to validate their claims about served, while the UCS group figures are 

a report, the Biological Effects of Ioniz- nuclear safety. Most of them differ on 3,000 to 20,000. 

ing Radiation (BEIR). probabilities and results of a reactor Clifton calls the studies “‘guesstimates,” 

At the level when observable changes accident, such as a meltdown of the relying on assumptions for their validity. 

are detected in some people, a single 50 containment “core” which houses the Despite the scientific investigations, 

rad exposure, “symptoms of acute radia- radioactive fuel elements. The groups many of the questions surrounding radia- 

tion sickness including one or two days have offered figures on fatalities and tion hazards remain. 0 

of nausea, diarrhea and fatigue are noted,” other possible consequences. 

says Clifton. These symptoms might re- Most frequently, nuclear energy oppo- 

occur three or four weeks later, along nents criticize the 1974 Rasmussen Re- a 

with increased susceptibility to infection port, an investigation supported by the Most of the information being released 

and fewer blood cells. “At about 450 Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A 1975 on the Three Mile Island accident refers 

rads 50 percent of the exposed popula- issue of the Editorial Research Reports to the amount of radiation in terms of 

tion might die” probably within a few contrasted the report with a study by rems (radiation equivalent man). Rads 

weeks. At 600 rads, “all of those exposed an anti-nuclear group, the Union of (radiation absorbed dose), as used in this 

probably would die.” Concerned Scientists. The numbers sug- article, are multiplied by a RBE (relative 

But to determine the long-term effects gest that perhaps politics bias biology. biological effectiveness) factor to get 

of a specific event, the scientist says, According to the Rasmussen conclu- rems. The RBE factor relates the biologi- 

would entail a study under controlled sions, following a hypothetical accident cal effects of gamma rays to the rays 

conditions with a “large population about 62 “prompt fatalities” would under study. Rems is more commonly 

matched by sex, age, lifestyle and other occur as opposed to 620-990 predicted used when regulations on permissible 

variables.” by the UCS study. About 300 “lethal doses of radiation are written. 
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Statistics on induced mutations in mammals have come from 

millions of breeding mice. 
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What choice is there‘ 
a 

if ee 5 )) 3 If not nuclear, what are the “alternatives? 
by Eric Binder 

coal power plants. However, alternatives —— Many groups have formed across the to coal and nuclear fission can provide ALTERNATIVE FESTIVAL MAY 5 
country in the past ten years advocating a comfortable lifestyle without radically On May 5, the Center for Commun- 
ihe Reh elopmenkof “alieriatiie” CHET changing our lives. ity Technology in cooperation with the 
Sources. WE othed ie Binder, @ science The alternative energy sources—solar, Wisconsin Union Directorate, will host 
weiter willl the University-Industry Re- water, wind, biomass and conservation— the Third Annual Alternative Festival, search Center, to provide us with a view are five ways to meet our current and with this year’s theme, “Extending Our 

ay shecenengy piasure franetiie “alterni predicted energy needs. “Wind and water _sei-Reliant Heritage. ” The free outdoor 
tive” side of the controversy, Wisconsin power have supplied America with elec- educational event will be held on the re- 
Engineer recognizes that some of the in- tricity for many years. Since the 1930’s, novated State Capitol Concourse in Madi- formation presented in the article is of over 150,000 windmills across the coun- son. The Festival has been moved from 
questionable validity from an engincer- try could have generated 14 percent of the State Street Mall to accommodate 
ing standpoint, but ihe tone of the alter our electrical needs,” said Paul Prevenas, more exhibits and events, and to attract native technologists is certainly captured spokesman for the Alternative Power a larger regional audience, 

here. Alliance. The theme will lend a historical per- 
ae “In Wisconsin alone, there are 400 spective, demonstrating how individuals, 

The American lifestyle is due for a megavolts ready to be tapped in pre- and groups can work together with local 
shakeup; the cheap, low labor-intensive existing dams. Also, solar energy is resources in the future. The festival will 
fossil fuels are running out. The energy expected to contribute about 25 per- feature exhibits, workshops and demon- 
utilities, to meet our power needs, have cent of our electricity by the year 2000.” stration projects, films and slide shows, 
endorsed building more nuclear and For the rural communities, organic speakers, folk dance and music, mime 

and theater, and special activities for 

oor: children. 

_ eee The Alternative Festival provides di- 
- smn Py ad - og versified people, groups, and businesses 

case Yih -  anopportunity to share ideas and meth- 
at om” A Se ods involving alternative energy, trans- 

ey ]/ “Ms ceases I) er portation, housing, farming, food, health 
———<— y pT) df | Wi) Hasan and communication. This year’s festival 

, Mf tH) cama ~ = will add craft sellers and concessions, 
yi 4 ae a : F mT FAT and allow exhibitors to sell their products. 

A! = WT ip iis i | Ih | i CCT, a Madison based non-profit orga- 
a | i PMAiALiE! pane i j nization which sponsors several alternative 

7 f "y technology projects, needs volunteers to 
Wn | ih WH, WEL work on publicity, crafts, sponsors, 
wie | i ore / Hy) i j | i | jz fe exhibits, sera and he fescal 
Ya et Oe ri A Ua ///)// ead ou are interested, contact the festivai 
w H Soa anil i ae he ae Li ” . eae, Charles Moore at (608) 
Fa : a ] , 251-2207. The group cordially invites 

ir the public to participate and help create 
Z the most successful and educational Al- 

q i : ternative Festival yet. . 
ic 

secant 
The Solar Energy Laboratory’s Arlington house, Arlington, Wisconsin. 
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ing to Prevenas. 

Solar, hydro and other alternative 

sources are preferred choices because 

these energy forms encourage self- 

sufficiency, independence, do not harm 

j the environment, are clean, provide jobs 

a; and are adapted for a specific area. 

: a “We need to adapt the tools to fit a 

" OP ecg situation or an area, not the other way 

' 2 ” a . around,” says Korda. 

va eos ee There are several reasons why alter- 

c native energy groups dislike and distrust 

large, capital-intensive power generators. 

— “Aside from the possible accidents, 

nuclear power is dangerous,” Prevenas 

‘i claims. “Low level radiation is a by- 

ile ai [4 i product that accumulates; its effects 

“oe “ore = ete a | » may not be detected for 20 years. Also, 

er ee eo (a se o 3 oe ay ______ the waste products are detrimental to 

ee ye Le a4 a ee the environment.” 
oo... fe he wed upd be oe “Besi ‘act tha 4 i a nies aw Fa coal nl Beside the fact that nuclear power 

fOa.¢ ee oe oo 3 ce i wo LZ Eats # rhe is unsafe, there is an over-supply of 

ee ge a, | ty 2 ae a energy. The utilities have a 30 percent 

al honk’ che rae i. Cage a ae ee reserved margin that can be tapped.” 

eae et on ee Ie i ce ue ka) a Prevenas said that during the last five 

t We ‘ie Pee of Pesci ss = ia : | years, the observed power demand fell 
aan hal ree eS oa Nh uae nr > ny way below the expected, so there is a 

yore ei ae) | oa ae ba} - Bath iy yo aa : = ea surplus. 

: ee A/a ‘aoa? tee . 

The ECE department wind energy conversion station harnesses wind power and During the last five years, the energy 

i demand growth has dropped from five 
supplements the local AC electrical system. percent to one and four-tenths percent 

material and methane gas can be burned save energy and keep food between 31° of the expected growth rate. Consequent- 

or converted into some other useful mate- to 41°—temperatures at which food is ly, we are overpowered.” 

rial that can be burned. Corn, for exam- still good; currently, a refrigerator motor Nuclear power is expensive, according 

ple, can be converted into gasohol, a starts every half-an-hour to preserve food to Prevenas. Uranium 235 which cost $8 

gasoline substitute. at a constant temperature. The constant per pound in 1973, cost $48 per pound 

Conserving energy is our greatest ener- stopping and starting wastes electricity.” in 1978, and the supplies are running out. 

gy source, according to Randy Korda, a Appliances could be linked together Alternative energy groups prefer alter- 

spokesman for the Center for Community to save power. native energy because these sources are 

Technology. “When the refrigerator stops, then inexpensive and labor intensive; in con- 

“Conservation doesn’t mean doing the freezer could start; when both are trast, nuclear power and coal are high 

without electricity; it means designing off, then the hot water heater goes on. capital intensive and produce few jobs. 

power systems to save energy,” Prevenas This design prevents any major energy According to Prevenas, one job is worth 

explains. “Conservation goes beyond re- drain by balancing the rate of energy $150,000. 

adjusting your thermostat or turning your consumption,” Prevenas suggests. Because the alternatives are small, 

lights off when you leave a room. It has Another aspect of conservation is the community-oriented and renewable, they 

to do with making appliances more effi- principle of cogeneration—getting some- are gradually gaining support. 

cient, with connecting applicances to- thing for nothing. Sweden, France and Randy Korda summed it up by saying, 

gether to save energy and with designing Germany use steam—a by-product from “What I am trying to do is to bring 

newer ways to more effectively generate power generation—to generate more to the public some consideration of the 

energy. electricity. The steam turns turbines natural environment and its limits, but 

“A refrigerator, for example, can use which crank out the juice. In nuclear also to keep human and social values or 

electricity more effectively by a slight power, approximately two-thirds of all needs in mind, so that these factors will 

alteration. By adjusting the motor to the energy is wasted as uncollected be considered when a group decides on 

start every four to five hours, this would steam inside the cooling tower, accord- their technological choice.”O 
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The fusion future 
EEE 

= . 

an almost unlimited source of energy on our planet 
by Eric Bauer 

~ uiie lca meat of hydrogen. The reaction is written as: that will probably occur during the D-T 
. . process are orders of magnitude less than 

reactors, fusion energy is as yet free of D+T=n+He the wastes produced by the current nu- 
such controversy. Most ofithe DPESS ON where n is a neutron and He is a He nuclei. clear fission reactors. With careful engi- 

Jusion has been favorable, if not starry- To obtain such controlled reactions is neering, these wastes should be mini- 
eyed. Eric Bauer, @ graduating semHor ut no easy task. Temperatures in excess of mized and easily maintained. In addi- 
Mechanical engineering who 2 looking 100 million degrees Celsius and confine- tion, if the second or third generation of 
at job p ossibulines He the f usion research ment pressures of monstrous magnitude fusion reactors are indeed capable of 
aed, helps put the basic fusion principle are required to produce the needed con- maintaining D-D reactions, no neutrons | 
in perspective for us. ditions. will be produced except by relatively | 

SS So why bother? The answer is that insignificant secondary reactions. There 
controlled fusion reactions would allow are other exotic reactions under study 

The term “thermonuclear fusion’ is us to tap an almost unlimited source of which will possibly all but eliminate 
much used these days and rarely under- energy on our planet — the hydrogen in any neutron formation. 
stood. It is seen by many as the remedy sea water. Each gallon of seawater con- So, how close are we to commercial 
for all our energy ills, and the public is tains deuterium, the basic fuel for fusion reactor capability? To appreciate 
deluged with the same optimistic re- fusion reactions, with an energy value this question one should be familiar with 
ports about its potential as a source of equal to 300 gallons of gasoline. The the basic problems involved with achiev- 
atomic power that heralded the arrival other hydrogen isotope, tritium, is pro- ing fusion in a small volume while keep- 
of uranium fission reactors. But, just duced from lithium, an abundant ele- ing it from contacting ordinary matter, 
what is thermonuclear fusion? Why has ment. But fueling is not limited by the including air. This necessitates a vacuum 
it attracted so much attention recently? earth’s lithium supply, as second or third chamber. Simultaneously, we must pre- 
Isn’t it similar to fission? Is it free of generation fusion reactors should be cap- vent the plasma’s fusible nuclei from 
radioactive wastes? These are questions able of producing fusion reactions which touching the chamber walls before they 
that many people have been asking. require only deuterium (D-D) reactions. have had sufficient time to collide and 

To understand thermonuclear fusion, How about radioactivity? The radio- fuse. 
one must have an understanding of plas- activity associated with the D-T fusion In addressing this problem, two basic 
ma. Plasma, often considered a fourth reaction is from the neutron (n) product. methods have been developed — inertial 
state of matter because it has properties However, the level of radioactive wastes confinement and magnetic confinement. 
unlike those of gases, liquids, or solids, 

is an ion-electron mixture that is formed sk a Wi z SSeS Se 
by the ionization of elements. Some com- Sh i aye ul = SOsSsss\ Sa . 
mon examples of plasma are the flash of 3 \ ff A BA SS. ~™ 
a lightning bolt, the conducting gas in a 5 se mame ng ! = X \ <a \ 
neon sign, and the sun. Se ib » al i Wipe 

If a plasma made from specific light = sie f > ial ao Pa, : Sg Bog s| oS a ; ee Sei 
elements (i.e. hydrogen) could be confin- g or f a — \ ‘i ~ ES 9 > 
ed to a certain density for a minimum & —<Lg@p ie La _, ; a al " \ 
length of time, the nuclei of the light GE | “gh 4 on SS ee s ip ~ ——Nt 
atoms would fuse and produce energy. i Zab j ij W\ - | i ye "al ae >) } Research has shown that the easiest such Vag math . iN Pa Qn Mm | id y / i 
fusion reaction to produce is one between ' ( 1 ee GE oa ry » WES. \Y yA ii | if 
deuterium (D) and tritium (T), isotopes oo +e Ss a ls Uh ue . * yy ve ; : fi y/, 1 

et Bee a 18 r f a 

ene < I ' i y ) . N a i 
The tandem mirror machine, fusion test 7% pase, f. AN | a 1 f : 

apparatus in ERB. eer he im a, doeal \ se is Y 

le A a mat



In inertial confinement, the fusion fuel ply the heat are laser, relativistic elec- Both magnetic approaches have suf- 

is so rapidly heated that the nuclei react trons, and light and heavy ions. Of these, fered from a major problem known as 

before they can escape to the walls. The laser drivers are receiving the most atten- plasma instability. Unstable gross mo- 

three drivers presently being used to ap- tion. tions and fine-scale turbulences cause 

The magnetic confinement method either rapid expulsion of particles from 

i uses intense, and specially shaped mag- the magnetic field or a somewhat slower 

‘ ee netic fields to contain the charged plas- but still unacceptable diffusion out of 

‘ng ae PY a ma; thus, keeping it from touching the the field. 

| o v f’ iy my v, sire chamber walls. Two general types of Within the last two years, significant 

a, EE i “sq “bottling” arrangements have been developments have been made, stimulat- 

ae 2 ATU ye , * he created: open-ended (mirror) systems ing a great deal of optimism in the fusion 

4 =; ee » 3 “Sh and closed (toroidal) systems. In the research community. There are presently 

hc ae 3 - f ik “x. ? open systems, intense magnetic-field large scale projects being conducted in 

aa : a FI wg ‘ regions, known as mirrors, repel helically the USSR, the USA, the European Com- 

| a \ We moving plasma particles. These magnetic munity, and Japan. In these project 

a) Gf pin. sige WN . a’ mirrors are located at both ends of the areas, a toroidal system of confinement 

4 | f g be ea it wh d : confinement region. This system traps known as the Tokamak is receiving the 

‘ d a ¥ » y %j a the charged particles between the ends, most publicity and interest. 

‘+. | =f (@ § reflecting them from one mirror to the Despite the renewed optimism and 

‘ , y other for the necessary amount of time extensive research in the area of con- 

as y to allow the fusion reactions to occur. trolled thermonuclear fusion, even the 

/ Li se | Closed systems bend the open tube most promising estimates do not foresee 

, ° a 4 wi - into a circular shape, forming a torus. a commercial fusion reactor in operation 

i *. CF The particles then move freely along before the year 2000. It is obvious that, 

bw = 5 the magnetic field lines within the though nuclear fusion has the capability 

aR, sd fe torus. To escape, the particles must of providing a limitless source of com- 

A model of a toroidal system of confine- cross the field lines, a relatively slow mercial energy, it is not the answer to 

ment for fusion reactions. process. our immediate energy needs. 

Sr 

iia NOM an = + Da LS * 

aa i TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES. Lasers. Space 
ea ff SS EU systems design. Electro-optic sensors. Nuclear energy. Air 
NS et fh \ | Force scientists, engineers, and other technology-oriented 

Bee wes au personnel are at the forefront of technology's fast-moving 

y ieee ere as and complex frontiers. 
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The Fusion Energy Foundation 
messianic or nuts? a 
by Philip Stielstra ce Photos by John Wardale 
— > Cas 4 es ean a. 

On any given Wednesday, it’s hard to ag aa ie 
make your way through Union South . ea 

without being accosted by a group of en fe pre , oi, j 
pro-nukes who call themselves the Fusion ee ee » " ' 
Energy Foundation. It takes most obser- a iF a : EO yO ‘\ Keres 

vers about fifteen seconds with them to A _ wt ~ é ro ba : ’ 

realize that they are pushing something i ” i i bea at 

more than nuclear energy. Philip Stielstra, ‘ ae ’ gf & ae q 

a survivor of the sixties and a man with 7 a. iil ¥ ‘ gf. = 
considerable political experience, agreed a ey we . Pr ° 
to find out what they are all about for : , | 7 

ee sx = 4 = : aX 4 i 

‘  u 5 im a j f “ 
Nuclear energy, once thought to be i } : i | PF J , 

the panacea for our future energy needs, \ Hi ‘ yi + Aer y 
has met with stiff resistance. Opposition oy ma iy “ote » 

from political liberals and environmental- i ep Ae Al " 

ists alike has been strong, outspoken, and l Pp Gee: 4 ye 7 . 

not without success. Originally promising oa oda RA 

to provide electricity “too cheap to meter,” ° " PE TION mae 

nuclear power is increasingly viewed as 4 “ ANy = 

being too risky and too expensive to be ea . Bury T Buy 

worth the investment. Liberals, who tend y ly a ER 

to favor decentralized and no-growth pol- 7 ie O-» 
icies, fear that nuclear power will promote PY -F A 4 ‘ 

unbridled, inflation-fueling growth while s me VE a) ue 

at the same time serve to increase the a7 C - 

concentration of political and economic , SY : 

power. Environmentalists, of course, feel x PA A, Do 

that the possibility of a nuclear accident oy p NU, Op > 
on site or in transport, together with the ie, <2 ee 
inadequacy of nuclear waste disposal rep- i My oN AS ye iP 
resent a direct threat to human life as well : Pr tc “it, if 
as the environment. d 7 “iN 

In spite of its detractors, nuclear power Sal 
receives vigorous support from a variety < 

of sources, creating in the process some a es a F ~ 

very strange bedfellows. Quite naturally, : i . a ae Sica. ' 

nuclear engineers and scientists areamong ao a a, 
its most ardent proponents. Their opin- t - i. : — : f 
ions are often the most credible because A familiar scene at Union South: the FEF pushes nuclear fusion power and politics. 

of their familiarity with the subject mat- 
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. 5 “ . : eA . is He y 7 Ys i, a2 

ter, yet also a bit suspect because of { 4 -_ Mh. hth 4 - =e j oO ie " 

their vested interest. In national and \ Ra 2 a 4 ey sea ' ey i, 

state political arenas, much of the vocal a. ha. | . ayy | % 

support for nuclear power is provided | wwe) i Ly a ie a A. 

by political conservatives who believe ap, vo (oe, es au | 4 oe LP yy y 

it still holds its original promise. The | ™ if i Ne Zi ie i, | Ly 

problem, as they sce it, is the environ- f eR a 4 " | ui Vy) 

mentalists themselves who are causing ie a as ath EA Dyas D ho a4 Wy 

the costs of nuclear energy to increase ven ly 4 ai \ WoL t ie " LM) bi 

by unnecessary court battles and delayed 7 i wy ‘ 7 ia J = ' ER ‘Ve Yi Mi ae 

construction. aye Te i oO f ) \ N L : Wy i Ny y 7 

Interestingly enough, a group repre- - a ~ i S oS eae oe 

senting the opposite end of the political ( 1 THAN : ha BY ri 

spectrum, the Fusion Energy Founda- é SAYER ae 4 

tion (FEF), has joined the fight for : J y ae ae 

nuclear power. However, widely varying ow rae J cEX SZ Wy) ve : 

political philosophies, methods, and 

motivations prevent the engineers, sci- But why nuclear power? Why not nuclear engineers. They feel that nuclear 

entists, and political conservatives from solar power or wind power, for exam- issues are being misrepresented by a 

feeling comfortable in a pro-nuclear ple? According to Greenberg, nuclear group with dubious credentials and ulter- 

alliance with the FEF. power offers the best possible solution ior political motives, thereby detracting 

The FEF is comprised mostly of to the problem of energy scarcity be- from the legitimate fight for the popular 

volunteers and organizers from the U.S. cause it is a high density source of ener- acceptance and adoption of nuclear ener- 

Labor Party. They talk to people about gy, whereas energy from the sun or gy. “Lunatic fringe!” and “Wishful think- 

their ideas wherever they have an audi- wind is diffuse and takes more time, ers pushing something which isn’t even 

ence: airports, shopping centers, and space, and human labor to collect. a proven technology!” were the most 

even traffic islands. Despite the snow Although requiring a higher initial complimentary statements I could get 

and cold winter weather, they can be capital investment, he considers energy- out of one senior nuclear engineering 

seen almost weekly campaigning in dense sources to be advantageous from student. Other nuclear engineering stu- 

front of Union South on the U.W. cam- the point of view that they increase the dents I talked to used slightly different 

pus. Whether one agrees with their ideas efficiency and productivity of labor. words, but the sentiment was the same. 

or not, one has to admire their perser- Fossil fuels and magnetohydrodynamics It is doubtful that the FEF will re- 

verance. fall into the category of energy-dense re- cruit many to their cause at this campus, 

According to Paul Greenberg, chair- sources, according to his definition, given the present political mood. Yet, 

man of the Wisconsin Labor Party, their whereas coal liquefication/gasification their presence is noteworthy, if for no 

campaign for nuclear power stems from and ocean thermal energy conversion other reason than that they serve as 

a moral and political commitment to do not. some sort of social or political barom- 

industrial growth through the advance- Student attitudes toward the FEF eter. The future of nuclear power has 

ment of technology. Basically humanist on campus have varied from that of become a very divisive issue, not only 

in outlook, Greenberg believes that “high curious interest to hostility. Most stu- in the U.S., but in Western Europe and 

technology reflects the development of dents pass them by and are too busy to Japan. That the FEF believes that their 

the human mind.” Marx and Lenin are be bothered, but some stop and listen pro-nuclear banners can provide them 

not their heroes as one might expect; to the FEF sales pitch. However these some political mileage is an indication 

instead their favorite philosopher is conversations usually end abruptly when of the political significance of the 

Plato, who was a physicist, mathemati- the student is asked to shell out $2.00 energy question. The pro-nuclear and 

cian, and mystic all wrapped up in one. to buy the latest issue of Fusion maga- anti-nuclear camps are not easily iden- 

For Plato, the universal laws of nature zine, FEF’s monthly publication. Hostile tified on the political spectrum. Revo- 

were pre-existent and unchanging, and responses, which occur infrequently, are lutionary communists, power compan- 

discovering them through the exercise best countered with a sense of humor, ies, and ‘‘Platoists” are advocating fur- 

of the scientific mind was a serious busi- according to one FEF organizer I talked ther development of nuclear power for 

ness. Similarly, Greenberg claims that to. “One insult I can pass off by crack- some very different reasons. Who knows, 
the development of nuclear fusion is ing a joke,” she explained, “but if they some enterprising individual might 

attainable and that problems associated keep being hostile, I just dish it right do well selling score cards (to identify 

with nuclear fission can be resolved by back and then they usually go away.” the players) at the next Public Service 

rigorously applying the creative powers One group that is particularly uneasy Commission hearing on a proposed nu- 

of the human intellect. about FEF’s presence on campus is the clear power plant? 0 
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“= on 
Today’s research- | fe y . a csp 

_ ._... i | f a ci 
rit hp St eS tomorrow’s energy HE) Lif addi 
ne ia et = eee) 0 iy by Bob Polasek Z acy Anime), | 

oO. oe Ss ERC in public forums relating to energy. mmm ye attri 
Energy research is being carried out on yy ig assisted by Tom Murray, Assistant : ae eH 7 i 

several fronts at UW-Madison, one of the Director, who handles publication and i ail iat a 

nation’s leading research institutions. information activities. Associate Director, > Pacey en pec 
The Energy Research Center assists in the Willie Nunnery, is currently on leave with ™-A Asie bP al 

development of energy research projects the administration of Gov. Dreyfus as - 
that range from conservation measures Deputy Secretary of the Department of 4 & 

to nuclear fusion. A sophomore in the Administration for the State of Wiscon- 7 
Engineering College, Bob Polasek, filed sin. He devotes special attention to pub- a Pt | this report on the workings of the ERC. lic policy and legislation concerning a d 

energy. The ERC receives support from — ~ 
the Wisconsin Electric Utilities Research Professor Skiles, Director of Energy 

Think back, when did the term “ener- Foundation, industry, private founda- Research Center. 
gy crisis” slip into our speech? Wasn’t it tions, the Federal Government and the 
about 1973? That was the year when University. hance the energy efficiency of newly 
gasoline stations rationed the amount of The ERC engages in a wide variety of created structures. Professor Wesley 
fuel sold, due to the Arab oil embargo. activities. Informing the public about Foell works with the Public Service Com- 
While many people still believe that the the current energy situation is a major mission and the Office of State Planning 
only reason for the oil shortage was a concern. A recent survey indicated that and Energy. He has surveyed energy use 
desire for prosperity by the OPEC na- the public was skeptical of the entire in the state, and developed Wisconsin’s 
tions, the fact still remains that oil and energy research situation due to a lack comprehensive energy plan. Other ener- 
natural gas supplies are in finite quantity. of information. Steve Lovejoy, of the gy conservation projects include studies 

Although petroleum and natural gas Wisconsin State Journal, and Tom Mur- of heating and air conditioning systems, 
supplies are not in danger of terminating ray have assembled a series of newspaper _ thermal insulation performance analysis, 
in the imminent future, alternate energy articles entitled “Energy - Your Decision.” energy conservation in food processing 
sources must be developed for future These articles, published monthly in the plants, recycling waste materials, and 
security. Development of these alternate Wisconsin State Journal since 1976, cov- computer controlled electricity demand. 
energy sources and efficient utilization er current energy developments from Professor Skiles also works with the Wis- 
of present ones are the aims of a number consumer oriented subjects, such as ener- _ consin Energy Extension Service promoting 
of research projects within the U.W.- gy efficiency in the home, to more com- energy conservation and applications of 
Madison College of Engineering. The plex subjects such as research in nuclear alternate energy sources. 
Energy Research Center (ERC) was es- fusion. The articles are written to famil- When energy policy is discussed, it 
tablished in 1976 in order to assist the iarize the public with all facets of the must be recognized that the legislative 
faculty in the development of energy energy situation. bodies of State and Federal Government 
research projects, and to facilitate the Another function of the ERC is the play an important role in determining 
transfer of research knowledge into development of techniques which effi- which research projects warrant govern- 
applicable uses for industry, government, ciently utilize energy resources, methods ment aid. The ERC monitors proposed 
and the public. which will conserve energy. Professors energy legislation at the state and nation- 

Electrical and Computer Engineering James Skiles and John Mitchell have al level, informs University faculty mem- 
Professor James J. Skiles, Director of the worked on committees advising the State _ bers of significant pending energy legisla- 

ERC, devotes much of his time to the Department of Industry, Labor and Hu- tion and encourages the presentation of 
development of the technical aspects of man Relations in the development of expert testimony at legislative hearings. 
energy research, and often represents the modern building codes which will en- ERC Associate Director, Willie Nunnery, 
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informs legislative bodies of energy re- energy is the subject of major research current energy situation is, and what pro- 

search potential at the University of Wis- efforts in the Nuclear Engineering Depart- gress has been made in the development 

consin. His efforts have resulted in a ment, one of the recognized international of future energy sources. Many people 

greater understanding of engineering leaders in this research. Although research are skeptical of technological advances 

capability, along with a substantial in- is still in its early stages, reasonable evi- because they are unfamiliar with the 

crease in allocated financial support for dence indicates that nuclear fusion could the actual advantages and disadvantages 

research projects. develop into our primary energy source of various energy sources. If energy re- 

The final function of the ERC is the sometime toward the middle of the next search projects are to progress as they 

development of research projects for century. have in the past, it is mandatory that the 

future energy sources such as coal lique- It is evident that substantial progress public and the legislature support current 

faction, geothermal energy, wind energy, has been made in energy research by research projects, both morally and finan- 

and energy conservation. UW-Madison College of Engineering. cially. The ERC has recognized this and 

Extensive research has already been However, it is essential that the public has initiated many programs in an at- 

done in the College of Engineering in and the legislature understand what the tempt to solve this problem. 0 

many energy fields, including solar and Photo by John Wardale 

nuclear energy which appear to be two rf 

of the most promising energy sources for aoe ts ’ 

the future. The staff of the Solar Energy 4 ae \ E 

Laboratory has developed methods of oo i ae gat 

predicting how solar energy systems will : se al a i | : — 

work and how to design these systems. woe BE | ; | of oat 
ee eee ecga E ai 

Components, such as the collectors, ° ae ay Ei ay? “1! ; 1 ie 

storage units, controls, buildings, and ee a r poly: 4 , ~ eee 

pumps, are tested, and relationships are \ Sine TEE wT ; ve eeoa 

constructed to find out how the compo- Sy «{ {i ism al n lee 

nents interact in the solar system. A com- me re = a Sms a | 

puter simulation program, TRNSYS, de- ad ONT on 5 = nf : ey | 

veloped for modeling the performance ~ETRG i ; po ae 2 oN TP sad aa 

of solar heating and cooling systems, is \ GP, 1 oS a 

the product of previous experimentation. ae mg o oT ae ge fy pS ‘on 

This program has widespread applications i g \] r a 4 UA ae 

in industry, solar energy firms, govern- (| Pentlh El | i i 7 A a BOC NG 

ment, and universities. A recently devel- i = S. B I ie ' wg ets mw N Ne 

oped method of designing solar heating i ae ee \ 4 Hie ss NIN 

systems (F-CHART), has correlated the b| y by oT x / ti q oa N NON 
results of many experiments. This meth- _ = ; 1 a a aoe ‘ 

od allows for quick estimates of thermal — Oo ies I ee = 

performance in solar heating systems, il hh r AS ba * i Pe F Bee 

along with indicating the economics and We 1 a a ¢ } i reer 5 as 

optimum design. It has been implement- | { d ; — 

ed 7 the new solar heating industry asa Q i —— 

design tool. The Solar Energy Lab has | | | \ f ~ j —e 

also been responsible for the recently \ i j } 3 i : 

completed Arlington solar home. It is : Vv | See " _- 

an experimental project which will en- a ak, sete . — 

able engineers to study a new type of —_— \ oe yee 7 

solar heating system. en i ' | : i 

Generation of electricity by nuclear U 

power is another area of energy study 

being conducted at U.W.-Madison. Nu- Sa 

clear fission research has been going on | 

for years. Now attention is turning to eae a 

another means of nuclear power gener- ‘ ] | 

ation. The potential of controlled nuclear The Nuclear Engineering department's research reactor in the ME building. 
fusion as a source of almost unlimited 
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. Al l Not us. We learned long ago that effective engi- 

~ =? : neering placement is a full time affair. We spe- 

f ? cialize in finding challenging, well paying posi- 

. le tions for engineers and related support person- 

i: nel. Positions that provide a meaningful found- 

ation for a satisfying career. 

SY If you'll soon be seeking that all important 

CS entry position, it only makes sense to turn to 

x the people that specialize in your profession. 

oe ay — Af Our contracts are broad. We’ll go well beyond 

/ uw the publicized job market to match your skills 

«S IP and interests with an opportunity custom 

_ : <= tailored for you. 
> it . 

: (4 i /) If all this seems to make sense to you, contact 

. Gt MY q i ve us for an honest appraisal of what we can do to 

: \y Ls help you. All without cost to you, of course. 
7 Wi 

OY NV 
oe / \\3 yf » S ——_ 

i He WHILE WERE 
LNG NOT A JACK OF AS 

ss , ALLTRADES 
7 EAREA — 

7 ONE! 

. y & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
ar “Specialists Finding Specialists” 

8427 West Burleigh Street - Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222 

Telephone (414) 444-7400 

Member: National Association of Personnel Consultants 

American Society for Personnel Administration



We're looking for 

to get to work. 
We’re looking for people who are looking 

for a real job. One that offers challenging 5 
work. Hee pongible work. @ yn ' 

That’s what you can expect at Genera ‘ ry . 
Electric. J oS) a 

At GE, you'll be handed important | yd / 4 
assignments right from the start. ” f/ 
You can do as much of the job as you’re y (SS . 
capable of doing. If you need help, it’s Poa TR & 
uasreele me eany toes in. " yy) eo yy / sin 

ere’s the kind of thing we’re talk- yf o ™ 
ing about; some recent examples of jobs | CY V7 x 
handled by new GE engineers: —. » \ 4 J i 
1. Charles P. Aerospace systems a ae 5 a) a if 
manufacturing. Develop and docu- , Len / it hi © 
ment a direct numerical control . aN ry 
system. ——" <) a 
2. Steve O. Design engineering. ; Ly Po > a _ 
Design test equipment for attitude '/ Z ur, a 
control eye of new communica- : d c LSS (#4 > 
tions satellite. o 
3. Norma L. Steam-turbine manu- ‘ < SSN <B Cx 0, 
facturing. Investigate, analyze and w ‘k= /) 
obtain funds for solution of shop a *Yy y 
problems. a at 
4. Stephanie B. Medical systems NX 2. : a 
service engineering. Installation and - a SS 
test of new hospital radiographic and ‘a Se : 
fluoroscopic x-ray system. / ee Ss 
5. Mel D. Field engineering. Appraisal \ ' 
load testing of low and medium-voltage N LZ N aN 
switchgear and power transformers for 4 if .) .\ 
utility and industrial applications. , . ¢ Eo LY 

There’s a good reason GE hands ‘ . bee N 
people like that—like you—real . BN J 
work assignments. It’s the best way ™ \ eae! \ 
to develop the skills you will need ie | \ ZAN \ 
throughout your career. You develop v 4 NS Ss 
initiative and creativity. And , ( . weg 
responsibility. And GE also knows If you like the kind of challenge 
there’s little to match the glow you feel and responsibility that GE offers, we’d 
when youmiake an important like to hear from you. Send for our 
contribution. u free careers booklet. Just write: 

You can make your contribution in ae General Electric, Educational 
just about any field of engineering at GE. tN | Communications, WID, Fairfield, 
We’re that diversified in disciplines. mt \ Connecticut 06431. 
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